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Abstract 
Band-pass filters are essential circuit elements in high-frequency systems for 
rejecting unwanted interference. Due to the low Q-factor associated with the surface-
mounted devices (SMDs), especially inductors, microwave filters are usually 
realized by using transmission lines [1] or dielectric resonators [2]. However, such 
implementations occupy too much substrate area. The applications of thin film and 
thick film technologies in filter designs are becoming more popular. These 
technologies, offer excellent filter performance including low insertion loss and high 
channel selectivity, while keeping the overall dimension of the design small. 
In this thesis, various band-pass filter configurations with improved stop-band 
characteristics by the insertion of transmission zeros are introduced. Filter 
implementations are based upon the Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic (LTCC) 
technology. For each filter configuration, closed-form design equations that take into 
account the effect of the transmission zeros are developed. Component values are 
expressed explicity in terms of the filter design parameters, such as center frequency, 
bandwidth, etc. No optimization steps are required in obtaining these element values. 
For illustration, 2.4 GHz band-pass filters with enhanced stop-band characteristics, 
which are targeted for Bluetooth applications are designed, fabricated and 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
RF filter is an essential component in wireless communication systems. RF band-
pass filters are sometimes required to separate the uplink and downlink transmission 
path. Narrow band filters are also used for the rejection of image channel as well as 
any strong interfering signals in nearby frequency band. Such devices may be 
constructed by using either transmission lines [3] or dielectric resonators [4]. 
Recently, the use of Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic (LTCC) technology in 
RF circuit design has become more popular due to its high performance, high 
integration density and high reliability. LTCC is a multi-layer ceramic technology, 
which processes an ability to embed passive components in layers while the active 
elements are mounted on the surface layer. Recent research on LTCC technology can 
be classified into four different categories: 1) Design of LTCC RF circuits, such as 
RF transceivers [5]; 2) LTCC modeling [6]; 3) Development of software tools and 
design libraries for LTCC simulation [7]; and 4) Improvement in LTCC fabrication 
process for high-tolerance and high-reliability chipsets [8]. 
One of the recent applications of LTCC are the implementation of Bluetooth RF 
module. Bluetooth is a short-range wireless communication protocol, operating in the 
2.4 GHz ISM-band. It aims at eliminating the traditional cable connections among 
electronic devices. Bluetooth technology can be applied to computers, domestic 
appliances and hand-held devices. Hence, size and cost reduction is a vital factor for 
Bluetooth development. 
The design of RF filter is quite a challenge task. The stop-band characteristics of 
the filters are a prime factor in determining the isolation between the transmitting 
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and receiving path. It is well known that the stop-band attenuation may be enhanced, 
either by increasing the number of resonators, or by adding transmission zeros. 
In the former case, an increase in number of resonator would lead to an increase 
in filter size as well as cost, despite of the fact that standard design formulations are 
readily available. And in the latter approach, additional transmission zeros can be 
created either by adding extra elements or allowing a certain amount of coupling to 
exist in between resonators [9]，[10]. Since the original filter structure has been 
corrupted by the insertion of extra components or couplings, the standard design 
formulations are no longer be applicable. Some research work [10], [11] has been 
reported on the design methods of these modified filter structures. However, these 
solutions usually require iterative calculations or optimization, which are time-
consuming. 
The aim of this project is to develop RP band-pass filters suitable for integration 
in a LTCC miniaturized transceiver module for use in Bluetooth devices. The thesis 
is divided into 8 chapters. Chapter 2 is the background theory on conventional band-
pass filter synthesis. Chapter 3 details the design methodology of the proposed filter 
topologies and the formulation of the synthesis equations. Chapter 4 addresses 
various practical issues such as range of component values required, tolerance and 
circuit sensitivities of different filter configurations. Chapter 5 gives the basic 
concept of LTCC technology and design flow. Realizations and layout of LTCC 
passives are also covered. Chapter 6 describes the design procedures of LTCC RF 
filters. Both simulation and experimental results of these filters are shown, for 
comparison. Finally, Chapter 7 is the conclusion of this research work. 
2 
Chapter 2 Background Theory 
Various schemes have been proposed for the synthesis of band-pass filters, 
including the analytical optimization technique [12], direct synthesis with pre-
defined transfer characteristics [13] and transformation from the low-pass prototype 
14]. In the last approach, the element values for the low-pass prototype are obtained 
by using either the "Image Method" or "Network Synthesis Method". Image method 
14] is based on a wave viewpoint similar to that for the analysis of a transmission 
line. It starts from the generation of image parameters in terms of network 
parameters, such as Z- and Y-parameters. On the other hand, Network Synthesis 
Method [14] starts from specifying a transfer function in terms of complex 
frequency. By series of expansions, components in the low-pass prototype can be 
evaluated. Although these two methods can generate the same element values, 
Network Synthesis Method is much simple and is selected in this project. 
2.1 Low-Pass Network Synthesis 
The low-pass filter designs are based on the structures shown in Fig. 2.1, with 
element values g�，容！，". , such that n is the order of the filters. Both prototypes 
give the same frequency response. All the element values shown in Fig. 2.1 are 
normalized such that g^ = =1 and co^  =1 , where co^  is defined as the 3-dB 
cutoff frequency. In order to transform to other impedance and frequency level, the 
element values shown in Fig. 2.1 need to be scaled, and the transformations are 
shown in (2.1)-(2.3). 
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(2.1) 
C i (2.2) 
,IZ (2.3) 
COc 
where Z is the port impedance, Z。， a n d are the element values after de-
normalization. 
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92 -J- gn ^ ^ gn+1 
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(b) 
Fig. 2.1 Low-pass network prototypes 
Maximally Flat and Chebyscheff [14] are two common transfer functions for filter 
synthesis, which can be realized by the prototypes shown in Fig. 2.1. Details for the 
network synthesis are discussed in the following sections. 
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2.2 Maximally Flat Attenuation Characteristic 
The transfer function of this characteristic generates a relatively flat pass-band for 
a given order and complexity, and is also known as a Butterworth characteristic, 
which is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.2 Transfer Function of Butterworth Filter 
Mathematically, the attenuation characteristic can be expressed by (2.4). 
_ ( rn (2.4) 
L r J J 
where 
(Dc is the 3-dB cut-off frequency 
n is the order of the filter 
Referring to the low-pass prototype shown in Fig. 2.1, the normalized element values 
can be computed by (2.5), with - 穷 = 1 and 
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, . r ( 2 y ^ - l > r 1 (2.5) 
k = 1,2,...n 
2.3 Chebyscheff Attenuation Characteristic 
In compared to the maximally flat transfer function, this characteristic (Fig. 2.3), 
shows a sharper stop-band attenuation, with certain amount of ripples in the pass-
band. 
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Fig. 2.3 Transfer Function for Chebyscheff Characteristic 
The attenuation characteristic can be represented by (2.6). 
where  
y = VlO�o —1 
r is defined as the pass-band ripples 
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n is the order of the filter 
C„(jc) is the Chebyshev polynomial to order n 
evaluated at x 
The element values of the low-pass prototype shown in Fig. 2.1 can be obtained by 
(2.7M2.9). 
2 sin —— 
— 
So 二 f / T \ 
sinh — � (2.7) 
, . f 2 k - 3 ) . f2k-l ) 4 sin n sin n 2n 2n gn = ^ ^ — — L (2.8) 
1 for n is odd 
”+ +1 - 2n^| 1 + for n is even (2.9) 
where 
k = 1,2,...n 
b^  = S i n n — + s i n —— 2n \ ^ ^ 
(Ji+r'+O 
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2.4 Low-Pass to Band-Pass Transformation 
By applying the transformation rules shown in Fig. 2.4, the transfer characteristic 
can be transformed from low-pass to band-pass, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5, where the 
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Fig. 2.4 Transformation from low-pass to band-pass characteristics 
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Fig. 2.5 Band-pass network prototype 
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For the shunt branch: 
BW (2.12) 
L 二 I Z (2.13) 
“一 BW 
where 
Z is the port impedance of the filter 
BW is the 3-dB bandwidth, such that BW = co -co 2 
CO 1 is the upper 3-dB cutoff frequency 
CO 2 is the lower 3-dB cutoff frequency 
0 is the center frequency of the pass-band 
2.5 Impedance- and Admittance-Inverters 
As shown in Fig. 2.5, the band-pass prototype consists of alternating series and 
parallel L-C resonators connected together. In practice, impedance- or admittance-
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Fig. 2.6 (a) Impedance-inverter, (b) Admittance-inverter 
An idealized impedance-inverter, shown in Fig. 2.6(a), is similar to a quarter-
wavelength transmission line with characteristic impedance of value K. It acts as a 
厂 2 
±90° or its odd multiple image phase shifter. Hence, an input impedance Z , = — is 
resulted when the impedance-inverter is terminated by a load impedance Z^. On the 
other hand, an idealized admittance inverter shown in Fig. 2.6(b) operates like a 
quarter-wavelength transmission line with characteristic admittance J. Similar to the 
impedance inverter, it acts as a ±90° or its odd multiple image phase shifter. Hence, 
an input admittance Y.^  =——is obtained if the admittance inverter is terminated by a 
load admittance F^. 
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Fig. 2.7 and 2.8 show, respectively, four commonly used impedance- and 
admittance-inverters. Note that these impedance- and admittance-inverters are 
narrow-band in nature. With the introduction of the inverters, a capacitor connected 
in series to the impedance-inverter is equal to a shunt inductor looking into its 
terminals. Similarly, a shunt inductor connected to the admittance-inverter equals to 
a series capacitor looking into its terminals. 
-L -L -C -C rv~v~v~\__ 
h 二 c 
K = � L K = 
(a) (b) 
I O (negative) , , O (positive) h H h H 
^ [ Zo 
j X (positive) 二二X (negative) 
(c) (d) 
I 
z � i - f i T 
J (2.14a) 
O = - tan —— Zo 
0 (2.14b) 
where Z � i s the characteristic impedance of the transmission line 
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where r � i s the characteristic admittance of the transmission line 
Fig. 2.8 Common practical admittance-inverter 
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2.6 Coupled-Resonator Filters 
By applying the concept of admittance-inverter, a band-pass filter prototype 
consists of parallel L-C resonators are generated (Fig. 2.9). Note that the circuit 
shown in Fig. 2.8(b) is selected in this project for two reasons: 1) The negative L or 
C element in the inverters can be absorbed into the adjacent resonators to give a 
positive resultant value. 2) The Q factor of inductors is usually smaller than that of 
capacitors. Hence, greater loss is associated with inductors. 
The element values in Fig. 2.9 can be obtained by using (2.16)-(2.25). 
J-lnverter J-lnverter J-lnverter J-lnverter 
r H l — — H I I I I I I I I H I I 
Coi C12 C23 Cn.n-hl 
^ - c 广 二二 二二 C泛二 ^ ^ L 泛 二 = 二二 C / 7 7 = ] 乙 爪 S ^ 
。1 ？ -C12 -Cl2 i -C23 -C23 广 < 
Vsource \ 
@ M M M 
Fig. 2.9 Band-pass network prototype after the introduction of admittance-
inverters 
广 1 (2.16) 
①。kk 
_ b,Aco (2.17) 
^01 - -t • 
(2.18) 
J - Am , J kMl 一 ^ ^ ^ 
V SkSk+l 
= K A c o (2.19) 
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where k = l , 2 . " . n 
n is the order of the filter 
bk is defined as the susceptance slope parameter, such that, 
二 ^ 1 ( 2 . 2 0 ) 
2 dCO _ 。 COoKk 
Bk is the susceptance of the kth resonant tank. 
CO, -CO. BW CO, is the upper 3dB cutoff frequency Aco = — ， 
⑴ 0 ⑴ 0 
CO 2 is the lower 3dB cutoff frequency 
cOq is the center frequency of the pass - band, 
where cOq = 如 押 2 
Zi and Z2 is the impedance for port 1 and 2 respectively. The capacitance in the 
inverters can be found by (2.21)-(2.25). 
Cui 一 � (2.21) 
� i coJl-{j,,zJ 
C 十 1 - 八 ’ ( 2 . 2 3 ) 
一 � O a M 八 ’ 
Ce 二 Qi (2.24) 
�1 l + (��CoiZj 
广 C„’„+1 (2.25) 
一 - l + (��C一Z2)2 
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Fig. 2.10 Simplified band-pass filter prototype. 
Fig. 2.10 shows the simplified capacitively coupled band-pass filter by absorbing the 
negative capacitances into the adjacent elements: 
C \ = C ^ i 一 C q i - C i 2 (2.26) 
Q = Crk - - C 训 Wherek = 2’."n-l (2.27) 
r - r -c - c (2.28) 
Fig. 2.11 shows a second-order coupled resonator band-pass filter prototype, with 
design equations given in (2.29)-(2.39). 





r - 12 V 12 
^ (2.32) 
L^23 — I 
⑴ 0 小-(J23Z2 y 
ce 一 Q i (2.33) 
� i l + ( ^ � C � i Z i ) 2 
, C,3 (2.34) 
C 它 fif  
2’广 l + (��C2’3Z2)2 
where 
_ I^JoCrA� (2.35) 
-^01 二 -I “ V SoSi^i 
[ c ； ^ (2.36) 
V 
J 一 poCr却 (2.37) 23 i 
and, 
r =C - C - C (2.38) 
r - C - C - C (2.39) 
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Fig, 2.11 A second-order band-pass filter prototype 
Specifically, for a second-order butterworth filter, we have 
溶0 = 3 = 1 
8i = 82=^ 
A 
— 2 2 二 ^ 
Combining expression (2.29)-(2.32), (2.35)-(2.37) and (2.40), yields 
_BWC, (2.40) 12 
1 Z C = C = Q 
。i 23 〜 Z ， C i 2 〜 Z (2.41) 
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Chapter 3 New Circuit Topologies for Band-Pass Filters 
Realization of the transfer functions of passive band-pass filters in practice is a 
challenging work. The transfer characteristic should offer a sufficient attenuation in 
the stop-band, while providing a flat pass-band with small insertion loss. As stated 
earlier, a sharper cut-off in the stop-band can be obtained by either increasing the 
order of the filters or inserting extra transmission zeros. However, if transmission 
zeros are inserted by modifying the filter structures, the standard design formulas are 
no longer applicable. In this chapter, new filter topologies with transmission zeros 
located at the stop-band are described. Design equations that take into account the 
effect of the transmission zeros are developed. 
3.1 Locations of Transmission Zeros 
Depending on the frequency range of the transmission zeros in relative to the 
pass-band, the filter characteristics can be classified into three categories: 1) all zeros 
are located at the lower stop-band (Category 1), 2) all zeros are located at the upper 
stop-band (Category 2) and, 3) zeros are located at both lower and upper stop-band 
(Category 3). 
3.2 Circuit Topologies for Generation of Transmission Zeros 
In principle, transmission zeros can be realized by introducing the characteristics 





Fig. 3.1 Structures for the realization of transmission zeros 
The zero frequency is equal to the resonant frequency of the resonant tank. This 
property can be introduced by 1) modification of the resonant tanks or 2) introducing 
inductive and capacitive couplings into the filters. In the first method, the modified 
tank structures that can be used for the insertion of transmission zeros are shown in 
Fig. 3.2 (b)-(e). The additional components are boxed. Whether a capacitor or an 
inductor is added depends on the locations of the transmission zeros. Moreover, the 
number of transmission zeros inserted is equal to the number of modified tanks 
present. In the second method, inductive and capacitive coupling can be realized by 
circuit structures shown in Fig. 3.3. The synthesis procedures for these types of band-
pass filters are described in the following sections. For sake of simplicity and 
consistency, the designs of second order band-pass filters are illustrated. 
^ �—-"] I T ^ ' i i "I 
I 丨 c = b I r* I � L___Tp T I 
L 。十 i L ' j i 。丁 r  
J _ _ L J I 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Fig. 3.2 (a) Standard and (b)-(e) modified resonant tanks for the 
transmission zero realizations 
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Fig. 33 Realizations of (a) capacitive and (b) inductive coupling 
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Vsource ( ^ ) | | | i 
1 
Fig. 3.4 Modified Band-Pass Structure with improved stop-band 
characteristic 
To sum up, replacing the two rectangular boxes shown in Fig. 3.4 by the modified 
resonant tanks (Fig. 3.2), as well as introducing capacitive or inductive coupling in 
between, various filter configurations with improved stop-band characteristic can be 
generated. In this chapter, twelve different configurations will be discussed. 
All the configurations, except Configuration III and VI, described in this thesis 
are proposed by the author. Configuration III and VI are proposed by W. R. D. Smith 
of National Semiconductor Corporation [15]. Design formulas for these two 
structures are also included. 
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3.3 Zeros at Lower Stop-Band (Category 1) 
The configurations shown in this section can be used to construct a filter with a 
much higher attenuation level in the lower stop-band for the rejection of the image 
channel as well as any strong interfering signals. 
3.3.1 Capacitor Insertions 
Capacitors may be added on to the resonant tanks if zeros are required at the 
lower stop-band. There are two different ways for these insertions, as illustrated in 
Fig. 3.5 and 3.6. 
J-lnverter J-lnverter J-lnverter 
C01 C12 C23 
Z，華 [•’a 广 Lib ] 丄 
^ Cla i i P Clb 《 Z 2 
⑴ 十 -C12 -C12 中 < 
Vsource J _ _L_ 
Q C2aT C2bT 
Fig. 3.5 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration I ) 
J-lnverter J-lnverter J-lnverter H-Hi——H I  II 
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Z1> T 工C d 
- C & T T I C j 2 - r - + _ n L n L - C ^ j ^ Z2 
Vsource j , • Cl2 - Cl2 I < 
合 T c外卜 y zd  
Fig. 3.6 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration I I ) 
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3.3.2 Design Equations for Configuration I 
^ I Cm i Lin I Y = j B 
Cr 十 I T I I 
i_ _ LrpL 一 I 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.7 (a) Standard Resonant Tank 
(b) Modified Resonant Tank 
Consider the standard and modified tank circuits for Configuration I shown in 
Fig. 3.7. The design equations for Configuration I are derived based on the following 
conditions: 
B = 0 for^y =6；。 （3.1) 
B = oo for CO = CO ^ (3.2) 
dco ⑴, r C0o\ 
where 
e is the center frequency of the pass-band 
CO is the transmission zero frequency 
By applying the conditions in (3.1)-(3.2) to the modified resonant tank (Fig. 3.7(b)), 
the element values can thus be derived as follows: 
, � - 1 where n 二 a for k = 1 , (3.4) 
民 ( ^ ^ = 份 0 ) 二 仍 ( ^ 丨 + — = 0 
份 0乙 1 "-广 n = b f o r k = 2 
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f — 1 (3.5) 
一 Tr~ 
⑴ zk U n 
Also, the susceptance parameter, h^  can be evaluated as: (3.6) 
, 1 
一 COo dBj^  _C0. , …0 
2 dco 2 ( 1 ) 
� �( A , , ) \ / —' 
Solving (3.4) & (3.5), we get 




The procedures for obtaining the component values for Configuration I are 
summarized as follows. 
1. Selecting an appropriate value for . 
2. C2,, can be evaluated by (3.5), provided that the transmission zero frequency 
is known. 
3. Apply (3.7) to calculate C,„. 
4. By (3.6), can be found. 
5. Evaluate the coupling capacitors, Q , , C,^  andC�] by (2.17)-(2.25) and / � 
found from Step 4, provided that the values of the center frequency, 
bandwidth and terminated impedance are specified. 




C -r-c (僅） 
�16 ^23 
7. The final form of Configuration I is given in Fig. 3.8. 
C01 C12 C23 
1 I ^Cib' < VWce I C2a 4= C2bJ-
® 口 TJ 
Fig. 3.8 Simplified structure for Configuration I 
3.3.3 Design Equations for Configuration II 
Consider Configuration II shown in Fig. 3.6, and define 
2 1 where n = a for k = 1 
C O , = C L 
1" 1" n = b f o r k = 2 (3.9) 
According to conditions stated in (3.2), the reactance of the resonant tank is zero at 
CO汰 can be evaluated as, 
J^k 
1 1 ^ 
+ = 0 






Substitute (3.9) into (3.10), we get 
/ \ 
c - 丄 _ 1 _ L ^zk ~ J 2 2 
Mn [CO^, COpk J (3.11) 
Applying condition (3.1)，we have 
jBk + mCeff = 0 where c欢，=C� + for k = 1 
^eff2 = ^ 2 + ^ 2 3 fork = 2 (3 12) 
Combining expression (3.9), (3.10) and (3.12), we obtain, 
f 2 � 
^effk 2 丄 ^ �pk 
C 沙 2 \ — — ~ 
� - 1 - c o X n C . (3.13) 
J 
Equating (3.11) and (3.13)，yields 
, 2 � 
c i — l 
f \ ^effk 2 丄 
丄 \ ^ 
^ y 2 1 � 0 ^In^efflc 
卜汝 J 
” �k ' - c o j W - c o . ' ) (3.14) 
C.cOp:W - �j ) 
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The susceptance slope parameter (Z?^ ) at ^ can be calculated by, 
b 丄 ⑷ （3.15) 
k 2 l x " � 
where, 
0 • (3.16a) 
dX, 二 1 I � :A n 
dco _ � — ( 1 Y 
V ) (3.16b) 
Substitute (3.9) and (3.11) into (3.16), we obtain, 
1 I 1 
dXk J 1 丫 彳 C O p k \ n ^o'hn 
d 〜 y ^ o y ^ p ' - ^ . ' ) � f 1 ) i f 
(OQ   � pk ^ohn 匕 V ^ y J 
C.O)八cOQI -co/lco,' (3.17) 
Hence, 
, ^ c o J 1 dX:  
‘"T X ' dco V " / 
一 j . k , � 2 k - 4 � 2 _ ‘ ）� (3.18) 
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Expression (3.18) can be re-arranged to give, 
Pk co/{A-l)-co,\A + l) (3.19) 
where 
入= i = 
⑴工• C . (3.20) 
Cri^  is the capacitance in the standard resonant tank 
The procedures for obtaining the component values for configuration II are 
summarized as follows. 
1. Evaluate the component values of a standard filter by using (2.16)-(2.28), 
provided that the design parameters such as center frequency, bandwidth and 
terminated impedance are known. 
2. Apply (3.19) to calculate co^ j^ . 
3. Find andC^ by using (3.14)，（3.9) and (3.11) 
4. The finalized structure is shown in Fig. 3.9. 
C01 C12 C23 
^ Cz1 i ： Cz2 ^ 
T . n . n f " 
Vsource j 3 C2 
© t ' ， T 
Fig. 3.9 Simplified structure for Configuration II 
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As discussed earlier, the number of transmission zeros can be inserted for 
Configuration I and II is equal to the number of resonant tanks present in the filter. 
Therefore, these configurations should contain two transmission zeros such that they 
can be either located at the same or different frequencies. 
3.3.4 Coupling between Components 
Apart from adding capacitors into the resonant tanks, transmission zeros can also 
be generated by adding a coupling between components (Fig. 3.10). In this section, 
the filter configuration based on the inductive coupling between the tank circuits is 
discussed. 
Coi C C23 
Vsource @ U M 
Fig. 3.10 Modified Band-Pass Prototype ( Configuration III) 
3.3.5 Design Equations for Configuration III 
The design equations are derived by starting from the standard band-pass 
prototype shown in Fig. 3.11. 
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C01 C12 C23 
i ^ n [ 1 < 
C7+ j L1 j u 
Vsource ® u u 
Fig. 3.11 Standard Band-pass Prototype 
c 
Co i 11 C23 
I r y - Y - y - ^ 1 
4 f n ^ i 
I U r L1[ I 
Vsource | | 
I J 
Fig. 3.12 Prototype after the replacement of parallel 
resonant tanks connected in series 
As depicted in Fig. 3.12, a transmission zero is generated after replacing the coupling 
capacitor, C^j by a parallel resonator (C ~ L^). The transmission zero frequency, 
co^，is therefore given by, 
‘ (3.21) 
In order to maintain the original band-pass characteristics, the new resonator should 
have the same reactance as 0^2 ^t co ^ such that, 
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= 风 C + . 1 
J⑴ oLc 
CO L 0 c (3.22) 
Substitute (3.21) into (3.22), we get 
C - Ci2 
广 2、 
l - � （3.23) 
COQ \ u 乂 
Using 71 to Y transformation, structure shown in Fig 3.12 can be transformed into 
that shown in Fig. 3.13 by (3.24) and (3.25). 
C01 C C23 
> I La /-a I 
j _rVY-Y-^ _ I 
< C，==丨 M i ==Cr 
Vsource 丨 I 6 
Fig. 3.13 Modified band-pass structure after the nto Y transformation 
L : L\LC  
“ 2 L i + Lc 
(3.24) 
M=“ 
儿 八 (3.25) 
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The Y-network in Fig. 3.13 is the equivalent circuit of two inductors (L ) with 
mutual coupling, M between them (Fig. 3.10). The expression for L is given below: 
L = L^+M (3.26) 
The procedures for obtaining the component values for Configuration III are 
summarized as follows. 
1. Evaluate the component values of a standard filter by using (2.16)-(2.28)， 
provided that the design parameters such as center frequency, bandwidth and 
terminated impedance are known. 
2. Apply (3.23) to calculate C. 
3. Lc can be found by (3.21). 
4. Finally, M and L can be evaluated by (3.25) and (3.26) accordingly. 
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3.4 Zeros at Upper Stop-band (Category 2) 
3.4.1 Inductor Insertions 
Transmission zeros may be inserted into the upper stop-band by adding inductors 
to the tank circuits. Fig. 3.14 and 3.15 illustrate two possible band-pass filter 
structures. 
J-lnverter J-lnverter J-lnverter 
C01 C12 C23 
zi> n n 
<> L2a ] L2b j I <> 
•source I r I r 
@ cibV 
Fig. 3.14 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration IV ) 
J-lnverter J-lnverter J-lnverter 
r -Ml——H 1 II II 
C01 b ^ 3 ^ z i h C12 C23 
-^Ol-T -J- C^ i I + ^ C12 4z C|3 4：-^ 23 < ^ 
•source ^ , ' Cl2 - Cl2 I < 
@ 十 c 外卜 
V I  
Fig. 3.15 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration V) 
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3.4.2 Design Equations for Configuration IV 
Recalling from conditions (3.1)-(3.2), we have 
f \ where n = a for k = 1, (3.27) 
BjXco = cOq) = - - ^ + = 0 n = b for k = 2 
^oQn J 
厂 1 (3.28) �i" 一 17~ �zk ^in 
Furthermore, the susceptance slope parameter, b^  is given by 
— � 
T 1 
b ^ 鱼 =叫 1 I � 0 
� 2 — _ 0 一 2 ^ ^ 2 ( ^ 1 Y 
⑴知n — (3.29) � ^oQn , 
V ‘― \ / J J 
Combining (3.27) and (3.28), we obtain 
(co' ] (3.30) 
卜。 J 
The procedures for obtaining the component values for Configuration IV are 
summarized as follows. 
1. Select an appropriate value for L^^. 
2. can be evaluated by (3.28), provided that the transmission zero frequency is 
known. 
3. Apply (3.30) to calculate L,^. 
4. bk can be found by (3.29). 
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5. Evaluate the coupling capacitors, Qi，C^^ andC23 by using (2.17)-(2.25) and b,^  
found from Step 4，provided that the design parameters, such as center frequency, 
bandwidth and terminated impedance are known. 
6. The negative elements in the J-inverters may be absorbed into the adjacent 
inductors, L!“ and L让 by (3.31)-(3.32). 
L , 1 




+ ^o^Qs' + 厂 (3.32) 
Lib 
7. The final structure is shown in Fig. 3.16 
C01 C12 C23 
" f fl " f l I -
[ � � L l a， I Ulb' <j 
Vsource I Cta -J- [ Clb -J-[ 
@ L J T J 
Fig. 3.16 Simplified structure for Configuration IV 
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3.4.3 Design Equations for Configuration V 
Consider Configuration V shown in Fig. 3.15 and define 
^ 1 where k = 1 for n = a (3.33) 
“ k = 2 f o r n = b 
Recall from condition (3.2), the reactance (X^) of the kth resonant tank is equal to 
zero at the transmission zero frequencies (co ,^^ ): 
jBjc 




Substitute (3.33) into (3.34), we get 
L -乙 i M 
^zk 一 2 (3.35) 
�pk 
According to condition (3.1)，we have 
风 浙 = 0 (3.36) 
where 
C•二 CV+Ci2’fork = 2 
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Combining (3.33) and (3.36), gives 
L - 乙 、 " _ _ L _ _ 
仏’一 / \ 2 � 0 Cefjk (3.37) 
I � . 2 J 
Equating (3.35) and (3.37), yields 
, _ W - ^ p ' h p ' - ^ J ) 
^ o ' ^ M - ' Q i ^ K ' - ^ o ' ) (3.38) 
Moreover, the susceptance slope parameter (b^) ai CO ^  can be calculated by, 





dX, � 0 
- _ 。 一 ‘ r,厂 1 丫 �oA" J 1 1 
一 J _ ) 
Consequently, we have 
Vf 1 1 20?,'(a?/-co/) 
� T �C O 1 2 ^ ^ ^ (3 41) 
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Equation (3.41) can be re-arranged to give, 
Pk (342) 
where 
� oCefflc Ceff 
Crk is the capacitance in the standard resonant tank 
The procedures for obtaining the component values for Configuration V are 
summarized as follows. 
1. Evaluate the component values of a standard filter by using (2.16)-(2.28), 
provided that the design parameters such as center frequency, bandwidth and 
terminated impedance are known. 
2. Apply (3.42) to calculate OJ^ .^ 
3. L,^, Cj„ and L，丄 can be found by (3.38), (3.33) and (3.37) respectively. 
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4. The finalized structure is shown in Fig. 3.17. 
C01 ) C12 J C23 
K Lz1 S LZ2 ^ 
丄 丄 去 
Vsource < < C2 
令 个 ‘ ， T 
Fig. 3,17 Simplified structure for Configuration IV 
As discussed earlier, the number of transmission zeros can be inserted for 
Configuration IV and V is equal to the number of resonant tanks in the filter. 
Therefore, these configurations should contain two transmission zeros. However, the 
transmission zeros are not necessary to be allocated at the same frequencies. 
3.4.4 Coupling between Components 
Similar to Category 1，apart from adding inductors into the resonant tanks, 
transmission zeros at the upper stop-band can also be generated by introducing 
coupling between components (Fig. 3.18) and (Fig. 3.22). In this section, the filter 
configurations based on the inductive coupling between the tank circuits are 
discussed. 
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3.4.5 Design Equations for Configuration VI 
C01 C12' C23 
Vsource 
© U N 
Fig. 3.18 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration VI) 
Despite the structure for this configuration is same as that of Configuration III in 
Category 1, their transfer characteristics and derivation procedures of design 
equations are different and thus Configuration VI is regarded as a new configuration 
here. The design equations are derived by starting from the standard band-pass 
prototype shown in Fig. 3.19. After replacing the capacitors in the middle J-inverter 
by inductors using (3.43) as well as absorbing the negative capacitance in the other J-
inverters into their adjacent resonant tank by (3.44) and (3.45)，Fig. 3.19 can be 
transformed into Fig. 3.20. 
J-Inverter J-Inverter J-Inverter 
Coi C12 C23 zi n n 
< Crl ]r, -CJ2 Cr2 � J> 
•〃十十 T - c . 十 十 1 - C | 3 
Vsource < 
6 M M 
j 1 I I  
Fig. 3.19 An ideal coupled-resonator band-pass prototype 
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Coi C23  
” L12 
4 n n 1 
Cr1，二二 jM -Ll2i 二二 Cr2， > ^^ 
•source 
© U M 
Fig. 3.20 Standard band-pass prototype with inductive J-inverters at the 
middle 
Fig. 3.20 shows a standard band-pass prototype with the inductive J-inverter in the 
middle. The values of ， ’ and ’ can be given by: 
L - 1 
0 12 (3.43) 
C ' = C - a (3.44) Wi 0^1 \ , 
c =c -C (3.45) 
�/"2 2^3 
where C i^ and are the element values in the standard band-pass prototype 
with capacitive J-inverter in the middle (Fig. 3.19). 
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C12’ 
Coi 1 C23 
4 M ^ h 1 
Cr1，二二 ！ L " -Ll2i l J 二二 Cr2， > ^^ 
Vsource 
6 M M 
Fig. 3.21 Prototype after the replacement of parallel resonant tank 
connected in series 
To generate a transmission zero, is replaced by a parallel resonant circuit as 
illustrated in Fig. 3.21 This LC tank should resonate at the transmission zero 
frequency {co^) and its reactance should be equal to C0qL^2 at �，such that, 
C ’ - 丄 12 - � 2 
^ c (3.46) 
And, 
1 1 • • … 
J^oki J^ok 
1 1 2 … = - � 0 [12 Lc (3.47) 
Substitute (3.46) into (3.47)，yields 
f 2 � 
L -L 
Lc _ [ 1 2 丄 2 I �I ) (3.48) 
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Similar to Configuration III in Category 1, the n -network of inductors in Fig. 3.21 is 
the equivalent circuit of two inductors (L^) with mutual coupling, M between them 
(Fig. 3.18). The expressions for the transformation are given below: 
M = “  2L, +L 1 r (3.49) 
丄 = 丄 1 
(3.50) 
where 
h ( - L j (3.51) 
�/ ( - L j (3.52) 
Consider (3.51) and (3.52), since the values for L^ ^ and L^ ^ are smaller than I ‘ 
Lj should be a positive number. 
The procedures for obtaining the component values for Configuration VI are 
summarized as follows. 
1. Evaluate the component values of the standard filter by using (2.16)-(2.28), 
provided that the design parameters such as center frequency, bandwidth and 
terminated impedance are known. 
2. Apply (3.48) to find L^. 
3. Ci2 'can be evaluated by (3.46). 
4. Finally, M and Lj，can be evaluated by (3.49) and (3.50) accordingly. 
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3.4.6 Design Equations for Configuration VII 
As discussed in section 3.4.2，the number of transmission zeros associated with 
configuration IV is two. By introducing a mutual coupling between L!“ 'and L让,,an 
extra transmission zero which is located at the lower stop-band as well, can be 
inserted without increasing the component count (Fig. 3.22). 
C01 C12 C23 
� 如 a，，L 叫 I <r 
\/so 騰 I Cra=j= 1 I © T T 





Z1 會 Cla == == Clb > 
J [ua' ]-L12 -L12I Llb{ C 、Z2 
,/ L2a ^  ^ P ^ S I ^^^ I 
Vsource > C o u J U 
Fig. 3.23 Band-pass prototype after the replacement of parallel 
resonant tank 
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The derivation procedures for Configuration VII (Fig. 3.22) can be referred to that of 
Configuration IV and VI. Starting from Configuration IV, with similar 
transformation procedures as Configuration VI, structure shown in Fig. 3.23 can be 
obtained with 
C ’ - 丄 
12 一 coX 
‘ (3.53) 
f 2 \ 
T _ r 1 仍 0 Lc 一 [ 1 2 i Y 
V �I J (3.54) 
where L^ =——I—— 
L ， - 1 1“ — 1 � 0 Coi + — (3.55) 
L ’ - 1  Lib — 1 
①0 ^23 + — (3.56) Lib 
The procedures for obtaining the component values for Configuration VII are 
summarized as follows. 
1. Construct a filter based on the design procedure for Configuration IV. 
2. Lia，andLih，can be computed by (3.55) and (3.56) respectively. 
3. Apply (3.54) to find 
4. C12 'can be evaluated by (3.53). 
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5. Finally, M，L!�"and L!" "can be evaluated by : 
M = — ( 3 . 5 7 ) L1+L2+4 
乙 2 乙c (3.58) 
L1+L2+4 




{ - h i ) (3.61) 
Similar to Configuration VI, since the values for Lj^, and Lj^ ，are smaller than I, 
Lj and L^ should be positive. 
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3.5 Zeros at Both Lower and Upper Stop-Band (Category 3) 
In previous sections, the transmission zeros are all located either in the lower or 
upper stop-band. However, in some applications, transmission zeros are required in 
both lower and upper stop-band at the same time for the rejection of interfering 
signals. Similarly, there are two different approaches to realized such a 
characteristic: 1) component insertions and 2) coupling between components. 
3.5.1 Component Insertions 
As discussed in Section 3.3.1, if the transmission zeros are located at the lower 
stop-band, capacitors should be added (Fig. 3.5 and 3.6). On the other hand, in 
Section 3.4.1, extra inductors are needed for the transmission zeros at upper stop-
band (Fig. 3.14 and 3.15). By combining these two characteristics, transmission 
zeros at both side of the stop-band can be obtained. There are four different 
combinations to realize band-pass filters in Category 3，which are depicted in Fig. 
3.24-3.27. 
Coi C12 C23 
4 " f t 力 I-
Vsource I C2a=L Clb^ f 
@ XJ I j Fig. 3.24 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration VIII) 
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C01 012 C23 
Zi > Czr=L Lz^j <〉 
<〉 人 rA 》 
Vsource I j ^ ] L2 Q ^ J j 
Fig. 3.25 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration IX ) 
C01 C12 C23 
I < 
•source I C2a-L C2 丄 ^ L2 
© XJ ^ 
Fig. 3.26 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration X ) 
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C01 C12 C23 i -n r f , 
Vs 囊 人 C r a z ^ iL2 
T T ^ 
Fig. 3.27 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration XI) 
As shown from Fig. 3.24 to 3.27, all the configurations are the combinations of the 
configurations discussed in Section 3.3 and 3.4. Hence, their design equations are 
derived in a similar manner as their composite configurations (Table 3.1), which are 
not described in details here. In the following sections, only a summary for the 
evaluation of the component values for each of these configurations is provided. 
Configuration Composite Configurations 
W VI and VI 
V m I and IV 
IX II and V 
X l a n d V 
XI II and IV 
M III and IV 
Table 3.1 Composite configurations for Configuration VII-XII 
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3.5.2 Design Equations for Configuration VIII 
The procedures for obtaining the component values for Configuration VIII are 
summarized as follows. 
1. Apply the design equations of Configuration I to calculate component values 
of the left resonant tank. 
2. Apply the design equations of Configuration IV to calculate component 
values of the right resonant tank. 
3. By (2.17)-(2.25), the three coupling capacitors can be evaluated, provided 
that the design parameters, such as center frequency, bandwidth and port 
impedance are known. 
4. Absorb the negative elements into the adjacent resonant tanks. 
3.5.3 Design Equations for Configuration IX - XI 
The design formulations for these configurations are similar and are grouped 
together for discussion. The procedure for obtaining the component values for each 
configuration is summarized as follows. 
1. Evaluate the component values of a standard filter by using (2.16)-(2.28), 
provided that the design parameters such as center frequency, bandwidth and 
terminated impedance are known. 
2. For the same value of susceptance slope parameter, b^ . as that of the standard 
resonator obtained in step 1, determine the component values in the resonant 
tanks of the new configuration by the similar manner as that of the composite 
configuration. 
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3.5.4 Coupling between components 
From Section 3.4, Configuration IV can be used to realize transfer characteristic 
with two transmission zeros at the upper stop-band. By introducing an inductive 
coupling in between the resonant tanks, with similar manner as that of Configuration 
III，an extra transmission zero at lower stop-band can be realized. The resulting 
structure is shown in Fig. 3.28. Although the structure for this configuration is same 
as that of Configuration VII, their transfer characteristics as well as formulation 
procedures are different. Hence, Configuration XII is regarded as a new 
configuration here. 
C01 C12 C23 
力 A 门 
「 )Lla'，Llb"< 「 
l/so 騰 I C7a4= I 1 
@ T T 
Fig. 3.28 Modified band-pass prototype ( Configuration XII) 
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3.5.5 Design Equations for Configuration XII 
In short, the formulations of Configuration XII are the combination of 
Configuration III and IV. The procedures for obtaining the component values for 
Configuration XII are summarized as follows. 
1. Apply the design equations of Configuration IV to compute all the circuit 
elements in this configuration. 
2. Apply the design equations of Configuration III to Configuration IV to 
determine the values of the mutual inductance (M) as well as the inductors 
with coupling in between (Lj^" and Lj^"). 
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Chapter 4 Design Considerations 
In the previous chapter, several band-pass filter circuit topologies with improved 
stop-band characteristics have been introduced. With pre-defined circuit parameters, 
1) the center frequency (co 2) transmission zero frequencies 3) 3-dB 
bandwidth (BW) as well as 4) choosing appropriate values for the inductors in the 
resonant tanks (Table 4.1), the values of the other filter elements can simply be 
determined by the design equations developed previously. The choice of O) co ^  
and BW are fixed by the design specifications. However, the choices of the 
inductance values are not arbitrary and limited by two factors: 1) analytical limitation 
and 2) practical limitation. The first limitation is used to avoid obtaining complex 
solutions, while the second one is responsible for the generation of reasonable values 
of the circuit elements. For consistency, the inductance value for each configuration 
is referred as circuit variable in the following sections. 
Configuration Inductance values 
(Circuit Variables) 
Conventional, II, III, VI，V Z^ 
- -
IV 
Table 4.1 Inductances need to be set before evaluation of circuit elements for 
different configurations 
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4.1 Analytical Limitation 
In order to obtain a set of real number solutions for the circuit elements, some 
limiting conditions are needed. They can be derived by the investigation on the 
design equations, and are discussed as follows. 
4.1.1 Conventional Band-Pass Filter, Configuration II，III，V and VI 
C01 C12 C23 
Ci 二二 ； M C2二二 j L / 2 
Vsource & U U 
Fig. 4.1 Standard Band-Pass Prototype 
Since Configuration II, III，V and VI are derived starting from the standard band-
pass filter structure, the limiting condition associated with the standard structure will 
be considered first. According to equation (2.30), real solution exists if the following 
condition is satisfied, 
l - ( / � i Z i ) 2 > 0 (4.1) 
where / � = 




Hence, the minimum value of L^j is given by, 
_ ZjA^ y 
r l . m i n , � o^^ i^ o (42) 
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• 圓 、 t \ i i i i i ——BW=50MHz i 
0.4 名 ； i r……"j--- X BW=80MHz ---；……-
\ ： ： ： ： i - - BW=10CIMz ： 0.3 …----…！……；…-"i……f-…1……f……i…-K i、丄、J 丨 丨 丨 丨 i i 
0.2 - - - - - - — + --………[--…^……i……i------
： ； ： Xxx 广、J ： ： ： ； n 1 - - - —«- T —I - “ P - - . • - ^ X""* _ ^ ^ •>" -ZL" r - - - -— i i i li^l^^^iaiiii；^: 
I I I I i t t • I • I 
Q I I I I i I 1 1 1 I I  
0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2,2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 
Center Frequency (fo) /GHz 
Fig. 4.2 Minimum values of L^ ^ required against center frequency for the 
conventional band-pass prototype 
The above results indicate that the value of the shunt inductor (circuit variable) in the 
standard filter is not arbitrary, but has a minimum inductance depending on the 
center frequency and the bandwidth values. Fig. 4.2 shows the variation of minimum 
value of Lrk ) as a function of the center frequency ( / • ) and bandwidth (B W). 
It can be seen from the diagram that min decreases with increasing / �a n d 
decreasing bandwidth. Note that the values of the other filter elements can simply be 
determined by the formula developed once the value of L,灰 is defined. 
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4.1.3 Configuration II 
C01 C12 C23 
[ 半。 a ， I Zi^db' < 
Vsource I C2a z^ 02^4= 9 i j i j 
Fig. 4.3 Structure for Configuration I 
It can be shown in (3.5)-(3.7) that the susceptance slope parameter (Z?^ ) is given as, 
广 2 " �， - L i > � 2 -� , 2 ) (4.3) 
Combining (4.1) and (4.3), we obtain, 






(4.4) I ‘ J 
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30 1 1 1 1 1 1 
25 \ i i f i -i i- -
20 --1 i i ？ j -i i- -
1 15 1 丨 I : ；-……-— 
兰 \ \ 丨 丨 丨 丨 ^ i 
\ ！ ： ： ！ — B W = 5 _ z 
1 0 -卞 - - \ - - " i ； ：- — • X B W = _ H z - - - -
\ | ； i i - - B W = 1 0 0 M H z 
5 …… • i • i- -
i i i i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Normalized Prequency Offset 
‘。七_似狄‘ BW 
L J 
Fig. 4.4 Minimum value of L^^ required against frequency 
offset for Configuration I 
Expression (4.4) is plotted in Fig. 4.4 for illustration, with normalized frequency 
cOr. - co . 
offset defined as — —. It can be seen from Fig. 4.4 that if the transmission zero BW 
is located very close to the pass-band with fix co�and BW (normalized frequency 
offset of small value), a large inductance value will be needed, which may lead to 
implementation problem. 
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4.1.3 Configuration II 
Coi C12 C23 
> Cz1 4= Cz2 丰 
。華 工 工 去 
1 n n f " 
Vsource 丄 ) L2 j ^^ 
中 个 c ， 个 
Fig. 4.5 Structure for Configuration II 
For this configuration, apart from the limiting condition stated in (4.2), a second 
criteria may be derived from (3.19) as: 
For �k 2 > 0 ’ 
we get (4.5) 
cOq^(l-a) + COq''CO^^(A-3)>0 and c o / { A - 1 ) - c Oq^ A + 1)>0 
or 
+ and c o / { A ( A + l)<0 (4.6) 
- 2 C 
Combining (4.5) and (4.6) with A = —，yields, Ceffk 
Crk�、永、⑴:or Crk < 仍 o2+份沙 2 
C . 2 ( c o , ' - c o / ) C . 2 “ � 2-仍：） (4.7) 
C According to (2.16)-(2.28), L^ ^ and ~ — are related and therefore the valid range of 
Ceffk 
Lrk can be found (see Fig. 4.6). 
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Fig. 4.6 Valid range of L^ ^ against normalized frequency offset 
(a) BW 二 80 MHz (b) BW 二 100 MHz 
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Fig 4.6 (a) and (b) illustrate the limiting conditions as a function of normalized 
frequency offset for the circuit variable with bandwidth (BW) equal to 80 MHz and 
100 MHz respectively. The boxed areas are the valid range for L^ ^ at a specific 
center frequency and bandwidth. 
4.1.4 Configuration IV 
C01 C12 C23 
Zl > L2a\ L2b 彡 < 
� I <1 
Vsource I 丄 | | 
© u u 
Fig. 4.7 Structure for Configuration IV 
The limiting condition is derived by combining (3.28)-(3.30) and (4.1), 
b = � 0 dB, co^'co, 







J _ ⑴：⑴ �A _ co^ 
/ J 八 J ‘― — — 
2 众’ min / \ 2 
(4.9) 
30 1 1 1 1 1 1  
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BIV 
Fig. 4.8 Minimum for L^,, required against frequency offset for 
Configuration IV 
Fig. 4.8 shows the variation of 乙�,丨丨誦 as a function of normal ized f requency offset . 
Note that the min imum value of this circuit variable increases with decreasing 
bandwidth (BW) and decreasing normalized f requency offset . 
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4.1.5 Configuration VII-XII 
Since each of these topologies is a mix-structure of the previous configurations 
(Table 3.1), the limiting conditions for the circuit variables in these topologies are 
thus a combination of the corresponding conditions derived previously, which are not 
discussed again in this section. 
4.1.6 Summary 
Table 4.2 gives the range of the valid values of the circuit variables for different filter 
configurations. After satisfying these limiting conditions, real number solutions for 
all the circuit elements can be obtained from the design equations. 
^ Configuration Configuration Configuration Configuration 
I II III，V, and VI IV 
一 L in > 8.22 nH Lrk > 1.22 nH Lrk > 0.078 nH L2n > 8.20 nH 
* � 0⑴永 = 1 5 
BW or 
Lrk < 0.94 nH 
T T Z Z Lin >3.06 nH Lrk > 4.95 nH Lrk > 0.078 nH L2n > 3.04 nH 
* � 0⑴汰 = 2 . 5 
BW or 
Lrk < 3.23 nH 
I T T T ) Lin > 1.62 nH Lrk > 13.08 nH Lrk > 0.078 nH L2n> 1.59 nH 
* ⑴ 0 ⑴ 汰 = 3 5 BW or Lrk < 7.07nH 
* BW = 80 MHz 
For Configuration I-III, (Oq > CO水 
For Configuration IV-VI’ CO^ < CO 认 
Table 4.2 Comparisons on the possible ranges of the circuit variables of different 
circuit configurations 
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4.2 Practical Limitation 
In section 4.1, the analytical limitation for the circuit variable of each 
configuration has been discussed. By satisfying this condition, real number solutions 
for the circuit elements can be obtained. On the other hand, the choice of this circuit 
variable is also an important factor in determining the actual magnitude of the filter 
elements. Even this circuit variable satisfying the analytical limitation, unreasonable 
circuit element values may be resulted for inappropriate choice of the circuit 
variable. Hence, another limiting condition, practical limitation, is needed to prevent 
the implementation problems. 
Since configuration VII - XII are just the combined structures of configurations I -
VI，therefore only the results associated with Configuration I to VI are presented 
here. Note that all the filters are assumed to be symmetrical, with a center frequency 
of 2.4 GHz and a 3-dB bandwidth of 80 MHz. Table 4.3 shows the design equations 
applied for the calculation of the element values and the corresponding circuit 
variable for each configuration. The ranges of the circuit variables under 
consideration in the following sections are listed in Table 4.2. Fig. 4.9-4.20 illustrate 
the parametric behaviour of the circuit elements regarding to the sweep of the circuit 
variables for configuration I-VI. 
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Configuration C i r c u i t ~ Element Values Design Equations applied 
Varaible 
i JZ Coi, Ci2，Q3, (2.17)-(2.25), (3.5)-(3.8) 
C2n’ 肌d C J 
n Trk Cop C12，Q3, (2.16H2.28), (3.9), (3.11)， 
C沙’ C k , and Lk (3.14)，(3.19) 
m Z^ Cop C12，Q3, (2.16H2.28), (3.21), (3.23), 
Ck, V’ cindM (3.25), (3.26) 
IV Z^ Coi，C12，C23， (2.17)-(2.25), (3.28H3.32) 
Ci„，and LJ 
V Trk Cop Q2, C23, (2.16)-(2.28), (3.33)，（3.37)， 
W , Ck, and Lk (3.38)，（3.42) 
Z^ Cop C12, C23, (2.16)-(2.28), ( 3 . 4 6 ) , ^ 
C " V ’ — M (3.48)-(3.50) 
Table 4.3 Circuit variable, element values and design equations for 
configuration I - VI 
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4.2.1 Configuration I 
C01 C12 C23 
�+ C 7 a， I < 
Vsource I C2a z^ C2b^ 
Fig. 4.9 Structure for Configuration I 
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(C) (d) Fig. 4.10 Relations between the circuit elements and the circuit variable for 
Configuration I 
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Fig 4.10 (a) - (d) show the relations between the circuit variable (Lj^) and other 
circuit elements ( Q j , ‘ Qs ‘ Qn ^^^ Qn )• In general, all the magnitudes of the 
circuit elements decrease with an increase in value of the circuit variable. Apart from 
Cin, the values of the circuit elements can be reduced further if the transmission 
zeros are further apart from the pass-band (large normalized frequency offset, 
��� z ). Note that in this configuration, C ‘ ^23 and Cj^  are the elements mainly BW 
determining the size of the whole filter structure since their required magnitudes are 
relatively large. There exists a tradeoff between the values of the circuit variable 
(LyJ and these three circuit elements. 
4.2.2 Configuration II 
Coi C12 C23 
^ Cz1 =1= Cz2 ^ 
。華 X i <： 1 h h f " 
Vsource < j C2 
中 个 c， 个 
Fig. 4.11 Simplified structure for Configuration II 
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Fig. 4.14 Relations between the circuit elements and the circuit variable for 
Configuration III 
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Fig 4.12 (a) - (e) show the relations between the circuit variable (L^J and other 
circuit elements ( Q i , C ! �， C 2 3 a n d C让).As shown in the figures, the values of 
the five capacitors (6*01,6*12，C23,C々 ，andC沙）drop sharply when the value of L^ ^ 
increases from 0.1 to 0.5 nH. However, the inductor (L大)rises drastically if L^ f. is 
set larger than 0.5 nH. Hence, a tradeoff is existed between the values of these five 
capacitors and the inductor on the choice of the circuit variable. In general, in order 
to obtain a set of reasonable values of the circuit elements, the circuit variable should 
be equal to an optimal value (0.5 nH in this case). 
4.2.3 Configuration III 
Coi C12 C23 
> r-1—I M r - ^ 
Zr e I , , �j ？ 
< W L2� C2 
Vsource ( b L ^ J 
( i 
！ ’ 
Fig. 4.13 Structure for Configuration III 
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Fig. 4.14 Relations between the circuit elements and the circuit variable for 
Configuration III 
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Fig 4.14 (a) - (e) show the relations between the circuit variable (L^^) and other 
circuit elements (Qi,C12,C23,Q,^^ 'and M ). When sweeps from 0.1 nH to 1 
nH, the magnitudes for all the capacitors (CopCi2,C23 and Q ) drop drastically. On 
the other hand, the inductance as well as the mutual inductance (L众'and M ) increase 
linearly with the circuit variable. In this configuration, the value of the normalized 
frequency offset ( �工 ) i s not a vital factor in affecting the magnitudes of the 
circuit elements. In general, the circuit variable should be larger than 1 nH for 
reasonable magnitudes of the circuit elements in this case. 
4.2.4 Configuration IV 
Coi C12 C23 
「 ]Lla， I Ulb' < 
Vsource I C7a 丄 | Clb-^ [ 
9 T T 
Fig. 4.15 Structure for Configuration IV 
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Fig 4.16 (a) -（d) show the relations between the circuit variable (Lj^) and other 
circuit elements ( ^^^ An )• Similar to previous configurations, 
capacitances (€^1X12^23 and Cj^) decreases while the inductance (Lj^) increases 
with an increase in the value of the circuit variable. Comparing the magnitudes of all 
the circuit elements, C。！ and C23 are relatively large, especially for large normalized 
frequency offset (�工 ^ “ ). Hence, the choice of the circuit variable mainly 
BW 
depends on these two capacitances. 
4.2.5 Configuration V 
C01 ； Ci2 S C23 4 “ 1 I 
1 n n f " 
Vsource 丄 乙 ” ^^ 1 C2 
中 t c， T 
Fig. 4.17 Simplified structure for Configuration V 
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Fig 4.18 (a) - (e) show the relations between the circuit variable (L^^) and other 
circuit elements ( C q i , C\2，C23，Cp Z^众 and L^). From the figures, all the magnitudes 
of the capacitors (C^^， , ^23 and C^) decrease drastically when the circuit variable 
increases from 0.1 nH to 2 nH. However, the values required for the inductors, 
especially (L汰)，rise rapidly with the increase in value of the circuit variable. Hence, 
a compromise should be made in choosing the value for the circuit variable, in view 
of all the capacitances and inductances for this configuration. 
4.2.6 Configuration VI 
C01 C12 C23 
> M 
CnJ- jLi' L2't 泛 等 Z2 
Vsource @ u u 
Fig. 4.19 Structure for Configuration VI 
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Fig 4.20 (a) - (e) show the relations between the circuit variable (L^^) and other 
circuit elements ( Q i , , C 2 3 , Q , ^ ^ 'and M ). For reasonable values for the four 
capacitances ( Q i , , C23 and C^), the circuit variable should be larger than 1 nH. 
However, the circuit variable should be small enough as well for a reasonable small 
value for the inductors (L^ ’and M )，especially (L^ ，). A tradeoff for the choice of the 
circuit variable is also necessary for this configuration. 
4.2.7 Summary 
In general, for each configuration discussed in previous sections, for an increase 
in the value of the circuit variable, all the magnitudes of the capacitors decrease, 
while that of the inductors increase at the same time. Therefore, a tradeoff is existed 
in the choice of the circuit variable, in order to obtain reasonable values for all the 
circuit elements in each circuit configuration. For certain configurations, especially 
Configuration II, IV and V, the value of the normalized frequency offset is also a 
vital factor affecting the values of the circuit elements. After satisfying the limiting 
conditions discussed in Section 4.1 and 4.2，the magnitudes of all the circuit elements 
are real and reasonable for practical implementation. 
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4.3 Comparisons between Different Configurations 
As discussed earlier, the filter topologies are classified into three categories based 
on the locations of transmission zeros (lower, upper or both side of the pass-band). In 
each category, there are more than one possible circuit configurations for filter 
realization. In this section, the configurations in each category are compared, based 
on their component counts, maximum number of transmission zeros available, values 
of the circuit elements as well as their transfer characteristics. These filters are 
assigned to have a 3-dB bandwidth of 80 MHz, center frequency of 2.4 GHz and port 
impedances of 50 Q. In view of the implementation limitation, maximum allowable 
capacitance and inductance values are assumed to be 6 pF and 4 nH respectively. 
Normalized frequency offset (for Configuration I - I I I : � ^ ^ 工,for Configuration 
I V - V I : � z一� 0 ) is equal to 2.5. BW ^ 
4.3.1 Category 1 (Transmission Zeros at Lower Stop-band) 
^ Component Counts Maximum Number of 
Transmission Zeros 
Configuration 1 9 2 
Configuration II 9 2 
Configuration III 7 1 
Table 4.4 Component counts and maximum number of transmission 
zeros associated with the configurations in Category 1 
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* Range for Circuit Range of the Circuit Element 
Variable Values 
Configuration I 3.6 nH < Lin < 4.0 nH 3.5 pF < COl, C23 < 6.0 pF 
1.0 p F < C l 2 < 1.05 pF 
5.5 pF < Cln< 6 pF 
1.35 pF<C2n< 1.40 pF 
Configuration II 0.3 nH < Lrk < 1.0 nH 0.35 pF < Coi, C23 < 0.75pF 
0.1 p F < C l 2 < 0 . 3 5 pF 
0.5 pF < Czk < 2.0 pF 
1.0 pF < Ck < 6.0 pF 
1.0 nH < Lk < 4.0 nH 
Configuration III 0.7 nH < Lrk < 4.0 nH 0.2 pF < COI, C23 < 0.4pF 
0.25 p F < C l 2 < 1.0 pF 
2.5 pF < Ck < 6.0 pF 
0.7 nH < Lrk, < 4.0 nH 
0.08 nH < M < 0.4 nH 
Table 4.5 Range for the circuit elements for the configurations in Category 1 
* The range of the circuit variable for each configuration are obtained after the consideration of both 
analytical and practical limitations. 
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Fig. 4.21 Comparisons of frequency responses for the configurations in Category 1 
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According to Table 4.4-4.5，Configuration III is the simplest filter due to the lower 
component counts and the smaller element values. However, there is only one 
transmission zero associated with this configuration. For comparison, Fig. 4.21(a) 
shows the frequency responses of all the configurations in this category as well as 
that of the conventional filter. Since Configuration III has only one transmission 
zero, the attenuation at the transmission zero frequency (2.2 GHz) is therefore not as 
great as the other two configurations. Fig. 4.21(b) shows the frequency response of 
Configuration II with the two transmission zeros located at different frequency 
values. It offers a good rejection over a wider frequency range. Both Configuration I 
and II can provide two transmission zeros but Configuration II requires smaller 
component values. 
4.3.2 Category 2 (Transmission Zeros at Upper-Stop-band) 
^ Component Counts Maximum Number of 
Transmission Zeros 
Configuration IV 9 2 
Configuration V 9 2 
Configuration VI 1 1 
Configuration VII 9 3 
Table 4.6 Component counts and the maximum number of 
transmission zeros associated with of the configurations in 
Category 2 
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* Range of the Circuit Range of Circuit Element 
Variable Values 
Configuration IV 3.2 nH < L2n < 4.0 nH 2.5 pF < COI，C23 < 6.0 pF 
1.25 p F < C l 2 < 1.0 pF 
0.85 p F < C l n < 1.25 pF 
0.48 pF < Lin < 0.55pF 
Configuration V ** No valid range ** No valid range 
Configuration VI 0.75 nH < Lrk < 4.0 nH 0.25 < Coi, C23 < 0.4 pF 
0 . 2 p F < C l 2 < 1.8 pF 
1.0 pF < Ck < 6.0 pF 
0.5 nH < Lrk' < 3.5 nH 
0.17 n H < M < 0.5 nH 
Configuration VII Refer to Configuration IV and VI 
Table 4.7 Range for the circuit elements for the configurations in Category 2 
* The range of the circuit variable for each configuration is obtained after the consideration of both 
analytical and practical limitations. 
** If L < 4 nH and C < 6 pF are required in the circuit, no valid range can be obtained for the circuit 
variable as well as the circuit elements after consideration on both analytical and practical 
limitations. 
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According to Table 4.6 - 4.7，Configuration VI requires the least component counts 
and small circuit element values. However, this structure can generate only one 
transmission zero. Note that for co » co^, the relatively poor signal rejection for 
Configuration IV, V and VII may be further improved by splitting the two 
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transmission zeros, as shown in Fig. 4.22(b). Configuration IV can provide a greater 
attenuation in the upper stop-band for a wider frequency range, in compared to 
Configuration VI. Once can observe that Configuration VII has three transmission 
zeros and even better stop-band characteristic. In view of the element values 
required, Configuration IV and VII are more suitable for the implementation of 
filters with enhanced upper stop-band characteristic. 
4.3.3 Category 3 (Transmission Zeros at both side of the stop-band) 
^ Component Counts Maximum Number of 
^^^^ Transmission Zeros 
Configuration VIII 9 2 
Configuration IX 9 2 
Configuration X 9 2 
Configuration XI 9 2 
Configuration XII 9 3 
Table 4.8 Component counts and the maximum number of transmission zeros 
associated with the configurations in Category 3 
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^v™ Ranges for Initial Ranges of the Circuit Elements 
Parameter 
Configuration VIII Refer to Configuration I and IV 
Configuration IX Refer to Configuration II and V 
Configuration X Refer to Configuration I and V 
Configuration XI Refer to Configuration II and IV 
Configuration XII Refer to Configuration III and IV 
Table 4.9 Indexes for the reference to previous configurations for the configurations 
in Category 3 
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Fig. 4.23 Comparisons of frequency responses of the configurations in Category 3 . 
All the configurations in this category contain the same number of components. 
Configuration XI is recommended here for filter implementation due to the smaller 
component values required. 
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Chapter 5 Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic (LTCC) 
Technology 
Apart from the electrical characteristics, size is also important for wireless RF 
filter design. In the past, most of these microwave filters were constructed mainly by 
using transmission line or discrete components, which is a big obstacle in design 
miniaturization. For a low cost and compact RF system, it is essential to develop a 
new technology with high performance, high packaging density and design 
flexibility. In this regard, Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic (LTCC) technology is 
one of the options. In the following sections, the principles of LTCC technology and 
the characteristics of LTCC passives are described. 
5.1 Definition 
LTCC [16] is a multi-layer ceramic technology, which processes the ability to 
embed the passive elements, such as resistors, capacitors and inductors into a 
ceramic interconnect package while the active elements are mounted in the top layer. 
Active elements may be mounted on the surface layer, such as transistors and diodes. 
Fig. 5.1 shows the road map of a typical LTCC RF circuit. Each LTCC layer is 
printed with metallized circuit patterns that are electrically interconnected from layer 
to layer by conductive vias. The individual layers are assembled up to 50 layers of 
substrates, are then printed, punched separately, laminated under pressure and fired 
as a single unit to create a monolithic structure. 
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Fig. 5.1 Road map of a typical LTCC RF circuit 
5.2 Fabrication Process 
Layer 
1 I 删 rtjjgl'fel 
2 圓 翳 卿 川 H E ItH^BlN^p^ 她 一 
4 M M M M 
5 P M l l f a l i f K ^ I ^ ^ ^ M M 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 
Punch—•'ViaFill —^CondPrint —Stack —Laminate—^Fire 
Fig. 5.2 Fabrication process in LTCC 
Unlike other technology, fabrication of LTCC is a parallel process. Each layer is 
fabricated separately and independent of each other. Individual layer can then be 
examined and inspected. If failure is found, only the defective layer, instead of the 
whole structure, needs to be fabricated again. High yield, reduction in cost and 
saving in time can thus be achieved. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the fabrication steps in LTCC 
processing. 
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During LTCC fabrication [16], holes are first punched to create via hole for 
electrical connection on each layer (Step 1). After that, holes are filled with the 
conductive metal paste (Step 2). Each layer is then printed with the metallization 
patterns and ready for examining before co-firing (Step 3). Before Step 4, all the 
printed layers are inspected. In Step 4 and 5, all layers are aligned and laminated 
under appropriate temperature and pressure into a single assembly. Finally, the 
ceramic structure is co-fired at temperature between 800 and 900° C in a carefully 
controlled reducing atmosphere (Step 6). After running an electrical test on electrical 
opens and shorts, final inspection is done on the applicable standards. 
5.3 Materials Used 
5.3.1 Conductive Materials 
The low-temperature process in LTCC fabrication allows the use of the highly 
conductive metals, such as gold and silver, as the conductive material within the 
ceramic structure. Due to the different physical characteristics of different metallic 
materials, which are shown in Table 5.1, appropriate materials can be chosen based 
on the design specifications. Generally speaking, silver is usually used as the 
conductive materials in view of cost and conductive loss. Gold, or sometimes nickel 
and tin, is usually coated on the surface layer, such as on the measurement ports or 
bond pads for facilitating the wire-bonding, measurement or interconnection to other 
systems. 
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Resistivity ( | L i m / c m ) ^ M e l t i n g Point ( � C ) 
Silver ( A u ) ‘ L ^ ^ 
Copper (Cu) TJ2 
Gold (Ag) 2M 
Tungsten (W) ^ 
Table 5.1 Physical properties of several metallic materials in LTCC 
5.3.2 Ceramic Materials 
Several ceramic materials are available from the LTCC foundries. Their dielectric 
constant, e ^ is between 5 and 300, while the loss tangent 5 is between 0.001 and 
0.005. There are three ceramic materials available for LTCC fabrication, namely 
DuPont 951, Ferro A6M and DuPont 943. However, DuPont951 material is the most 
popular with less limitations on its thickness and the selection of conductive 
materials. The dielectric constant of DuPont 951 is 7.8 at 10 MHz with four 
thickness between 1.7and 7.8 mils available. This material is usually used with silver 
as internal conductors while solderable silver/palladium alloy and wire-bondable 
gold as external conductors. 
5.4 Advantages of LTCC Technology 
(a) Reliability 
The LTCC end product is a mechanically strong, hermetic, chemically inert and 
dimensionally stable ceramic structure with very stable dielectric properties. 
Since all the passive elements can be embedded within the ceramic, this built-in 
property of the product can reduce the risk of accidental shorts by the 
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atmospheric moisture and environmental dirt, without using any extra sealing as 
other packaging technologies, such as glass-to-metal seals or soft solder seals. On 
the other hand, during the fabrication process, the circuit trace definition is 
considered to be more exact than other technologies, resulting in a lower rate of 
electrical failure. 
(b) Cost Reduction 
Although cost of LTCC technology is still high, as compared with that of the 
circuit constructed by FR4 PCB，their price is anticipated to be more or less the 
same in nearest future, as shown in Fig. 5.3. 
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Fig. 5.3 Comparisons of manufacturing cost between LTCC and conventional 
PCB technology 
(c) Reduction in Size 
Since all the passive elements can be embedded in the ceramic structure for high 
integration and compactness, miniatured designs can be achieved by replacing 
most of the lumped elements in the circuits with LTCC. 
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(d) Low Loss at Microwave Frequency 
As discussed earlier, the loss tangent of the ceramic materials used in LTCC is 
between 0.001 and 0.005，which is relatively small in compared to the 
conventional PCB materials (For FR4, 0.02 < 5 <0.04). 
(e) Stable Dielectric Constant with respect to Frequency 
Ceramic materials used in LTCC possess stable dielectric constant within a large 
frequency range. For example, for DuPont 943-A5, 7.6 < 8r <7.8 for 1 GHz < f < 
20 GHz. 
5.5 Recent Development in LTCC Technology 
In order to perform the complex function requirements in modem wireless 
communication systems, there should be integration between the state-of-art 
integrated circuits and a variety of passive components [17]. With the recent 
technology push in active integrated circuit, a new technology is desperately needed 
for the integration of passive devices. LTCC is one of the options. Numerous papers 
related to the application of LTCC modules have been published, including the 
design of voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO) [18], high frequency filters [15] and 
duplexer [19]. The integration of passive elements in replacement of the surface 
mounted devices can further reduce the size as well as increase the reliability of the 
whole systems. 
Apart from technology in advance, improvement in LTCC fabrication process is 
also needed. For example, the useful frequency range and tolerance of the ceramic 
solution are limited by the current screen printing technology [8]. The new 
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fabrication approach should be based on the production cost to enhance the tolerance 
for matching the intrinsic properties of ceramics with feature sizes suitable for 
passive structure integrations. This enhancement aims at increasing the operating 
frequency ranges of the passive devices as well as increasing the feasibility in 
manufacturing small and accurate values of passive devices. Elimination in 
shrinkage and improvement in thermal conductivity are also the areas of concern [8]. 
To facilitate the design of LTCC modules, a variety of high-level computer 
softwares are necessary. Since the passive elements are closely arranged within the 
ceramic structures, the parasitic interactions of the integrated components should be 
considered and predicted by computer simulation. However, the existing simulators 
cannot fully cover the 3D component interactions. Although the use of full-wave 
simulation tools is one of the solutions, they are time- and resource-consuming. 
Hence, it is necessary to develop softwares suitable for the simulation of LTCC 
structure. Some of these CAD will be described in Appendix A. 
5.6 Design Rules 
To facilitate LTCC fabrication process, each foundry should provide their own 
design rules so as to meet the technology requirements. The design rules to be 
introduced here are based on the information provided by National Semiconductor 
Corporation [20]: 
1. The present standard materials used on the production line are DuPont 951 
with silver as internal conductors. External conductors are solderable 
silver/palladium alloy and wire-bondable gold. 
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2. The part size should be between 50 and 5000 mils with tolerance of 士 5% of 
the part size. 
3. The maximum number of layers and total thickness are related to the ceramic 
material being used. For example, for DuPont 951 AT, minimum 4 layers of 
thickness 140 mils and maximum 50 layers of thickness 180 mils can be 
manufactured. 
4. Vias on the same layer must be of the same size and separated by at least 3 
via diameters center to center to meet both via construction and conductor 
spacing requirements. 
5. The maximum and minimum allowable conductor line width is 8 and 2 mils 
respectively. Line widths below 2 mils are done by the FineLine Process 
instead of the Screen Printing Process. 
6. For spiral inductor designs, the inner end should be at the center of the spiral 
to give the best possible yield. 
7. For capacitor designs, the maximum area of the conductor plate is 0.25 inch 
square. 
5.7 Realization of Passive Elements in LTCC 
As discussed earlier, LTCC is a ceramic structure for embedding passive 
elements, such as inductors, capacitors and resistors in layers. By different 
arrangements of these elements, various passive modules, like filters and resonators 
can be realized. High performance RF circuits can also be developed with the 
attachment of active circuits. Based on different design specifications and 
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applications, the passive elements can be implemented in various forms. In this 
section, the realization of some passive elements in LTCC is described. Design 
equations for evaluating the initial guess of the element dimensions are provided. 
5.7.1 Capacitors 
Arranging two charged conducting plates close together separated by a dielectric 
resulting in a capacitor. In some circumstances, capacitors may be implemented by 
multi-layer structure so as to save the real estate. Fig. 5.4 shows different structures 
for capacitor realizations. 





Fig. 5.4 Realizations of capacitors in LTCC 
(a) simple parallel plate (b) planar interdigital (c) multi-layer (side-view) 
For a given area of the conducting plates (A), the separation (d) between them as 
well as the dielectric constant of the dielectric {£ ^), the capacitance (C) generated 
by the parallel plate capacitor can be estimated by: 
e e A 
C = r 0 _ ^ (5.1) 
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where 
e 〜丄 jdO-9(F/m) 
o 3671 
e is the relative dielectric constant 
r 
However, (5.1) can only provide an initial guess for the dimensions of a given 
capacitance as the fringing capacitance between the conductor edges has been 
ignored. For a more accurate solution, the dimension of a capacitor can be evaluated 
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Fig. 5.5 Capacitance estimation by Moment Methods 
Consider two conducting plates of dimension x l a : locating at z = d and z = -d 
planes respectively with center at the origin, as shown in Fig. 5.5. If a(x’y,z) is the 
surface charge density on the plate and zero thickness for plate is assumed, the 
electrostatic potential (([)) at any point in space can be represented as: 
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A/ 、f〜，厂2 G{x\y\d)  (p (X，y,Z) = dx ay , : Ane +{y-yf +{z-z'f 
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—V for z = d 2 
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Once the charge density function a(x,y,z) is determined, the total capacitance of the 
parallel-plate structure can therefore be calculated by (5.3). 
1 al a2 
c = — jdx'jdfa (x\y\d) 
V (5.3) 
In order to solve for a, each plate should be divided into N cells (Fig. 5.5) with 
assumption that the charge distribution over each cell is uniform. The charge density 




a^ are unknown constant to be determined 
fl on AS� 
f = J n 
“ [ 0 on all other ASm , � 
As a result, expression (5.2) can be re-written as, 
2N f0rZm=J I X A = 1 
forZm:-" 
L 2 (5.6) 
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where 
V+hi 办 2 1 
/„,„ = dx, dy, 1 -mn ^ / o o “ 0 
J-h y,k 4肪 ^(x^ - x^，)2 + (y^ ,)2 + (z…-,)2 
Hence, 
( ly 1 2 
i y 
{a }=[/ ]_i 2 I n J I mn -i ^ 
-—Y 
2 
- i y (5.7) 
I 2 J 
Assuming that the charge on ASn is a point charge, /mn can be represented by: 
( ^ l n ( l . V ^ ) y � r m 二n 
TtS 
。 二 ^  
庇扣m (ym — ^n + (Z^ 一 ； far Ul ^ Vl (5.8) 
Finally, the capacitance of the parallel conducting plates is given by (5.9). 
(5.9) 
where 
ASn is the surface area of a cell on the plate 
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5.7.2 Inductors 
An inductor can simply be implemented by adding a conductive line of finite 
thickness between two points. For a given width of conductors, the inductance is 
directly proportional to the length of the line. Hence, high-valued inductors can be 




Fig. 5.6 Realizations of inductors in LTCC 
(a) strip- (b) spiral- (c) meandering line inductor 
On the other hand, mutual inductance can be realized by placing two conductors side 
by side. The conductors can be placed either on the same or different layers, as 
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(b) 
Fig. 5.7 Realizations of mutual inductance in LTCC 
(a) same layer (b) different layers 
7 Fi2. 5.8 Mutual inductance calculation I d I 
Since the inductance calculation is a special case in the mutual inductance 
calculation, design equations [22] for mutual inductance is discussed first. Consider 
Fig. 5.8, the mutual inductance between two conductors is a function of the current 
distribution in each conductor. These conductors with constant cross-sectional area 
along its length can be considered as a bundle of parallel filaments of cross-sectional 
area, dA and carrying a current JdA. Assume that the current density is uniform along 
each filament but different between filaments, the mutual inductance (M) between 
two conductors can be derived as follows. 
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Let (Ai，/j) and {A^ ，/之)be the cross-sectional area and total current along the first 
and second conductors respectively. M can be represented by (5.10). 
1 r 
M = M12/1/2 斜必 2 
1 2 A A, (5.10) 
where is the mutual inductance between a filament carrying a current 
If the current along each filament is assumed to be constant, the mutual inductance 
between any two filaments can be represented by the Neumann's formula, which is 
represented by: 
c r d L' dl^ Mi2 =0.001 — ^ ^ 
i i ‘ (5.11) 
where 
r is the separation between two filaments 
/j and I2 are the length of the first and second filament respectively 
If the current density is uniform along each conductor, (5.10) can be simplified as 
(5.12), which is only a function of the dimensions of the conductors, but independent 
of the current along each conductor. 
1 r 
M = M udAidA) 
八 4 A 
1 2 (5 .12) 
Consider Fig. 5.8, which shows two parallel conductors placed close together. From 
(5.12), we have 
1 E+d a 
丄 c c M ^  =—— M^r^dx^dx^ 
E 0 (5.13) 
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where A/, is ihc iniilual iiKluctance between two coiuliiclors in ihc x-
direction. 
Evaluating (5.13), yields 
�� , . /_.•‘/ 
.V' - P' , , r ^ T、 
cln(z +V-V +广 + :‘） 
，2 一 ,)2  n AA, + ^ - V l n ( . v + V-v' + + :2) , , 0.001 2 / � / � ^ . ^ - , , � � 
GU 1 . ,r、， 1 � / ^ n 1 1 --(.v -2P' + z-yh- + p- + r 
6 
n - 1 A 二 
-xPz tan ^ = L PV-V- + P - + Z - J../-.,/; H 
L �/"/:-/,•/-’ (5.14) 
Note that the mutual inductance between the conductors in the y-direction [m ) can 
be evaluated by the same procedure. Finally, the total mutual inductance between 
two conductors can be calculated by, 
M = M r + M � . (5.15) 
The self-inductance of a conductor can be found by considering as two overlapping 
conductors. Hence, by setting d = width of the conductor, and substitute = p =E = 
0 into (5.14), the self-inductance can be evaluated. 
5.7.3 Effect of Ground Plane on Inductance Realization 
For a given inductance, with the same dielectric properties and width, the length 
of a rectangular strip required is shorter when it is further away from the ground 
plane. This phenomenon can be explained by Image Theory. 
When an electric or magnetic source is located above an infinite ground plane, 
which is either a perfect electric or magnetic conductor, there exists an image source 
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just at the same distance below the ground plane. The polarization of the image 
sources are shown in Fig. 5.9. The resultant field strength is the sum of the original 
source as well as its image source. The shorter is the distance between the conductive 
strip and the ground plane, the more influence is induced by the image source, and 
the larger reduction in the field strength, which results in reduction in inductance. 
Electric Current, J ！ Magnetic Current, M 
i L I “ 
• I • 
Infinite Ground 
Plane 
！ — ！ I — • I ！ I 
Image, Jm I Image, Mm 
Fig. 5.9 Polarizations of the real and image sources by Image theory 
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Chapter 6 Design and Implementation of LTCC Band-Pass 
Filter 
In the previous chapters, twelve different band-pass filter circuit structures with 
enhanced stop-band rejection have been introduced. In addition, new design 
equations that taken into account the effect of the transmission zeros have been 
formulated. Furthermore, the choice of the value of the circuit variable subject to 
analytical and practical limitations (e.g. component values and size) has also been 
covered. In this chapter, the design procedures of four band-pass filters based on 
LTCC technology are given. Both simulation and experimental results are included 
for comparison. 
6.1 Design Procedures 
The procedures (Fig. 6.1) for the implementation of LTCC band-pass filter are 
summarized as follows. 
1. Based on the design specifications, the required circuit elements for a given 
circuit configuration are determined by the equations discussed in Chapter 
3. 
2. The schematic design is verified by using a circuit simulator (ADS). 
3. The schematic design is transformed into realizable LTCC passives based 
on the methods described in Chapter 5. 
4. The frequency response (S parameters) of the layout is extracted by using a 
planar electromagnetic simulation program (e.g. IE3D). 
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5. Optimization is conducted on the layout if the frequency responses such as 
insertion loss, bandwidth and stop-band rejection level are not meeting the 
specifications. 
6. Drawing of the final layout using CAM350. 
7. Sent off the layout file to the foundry for design rule check and fabrication. 
8. Performance evaluation. 
Design Specifications 
Circuit Configuration with known 
element values 
\ / 
a Z  
Circuit Simulation 
e.g. ADS 
(Tranformat ion from ^ 




a Z  
Optimization 
\ / 
a Z  
Drawing of the Layout 
e.g. CAM350 
\ / 
Fabrication in Foundary 
\ / x z  
Performane Evaluation 
Fig. 6.1 Flow chart for the design and implementation of 
LTCC filter 
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6.2 Schematic Design of LTCC Filters 
Circuit configuration II & III’ VI and XI are chosen for the construction of the 
band-pass filter with center frequency of 2.4 GHz, bandwidth of 80 MHz and port 
impedance of 50 
6.2.1 Category 1 
0.47 pF 0.15 pF 0.47 pF 
> 0.68 pF 0.68 pF 
5 0 Q > 
I >50^ 2 
3 1.65 pF i <> 
Fig. 6.2 Configuration II with calculated element values 
0.28 pF 0.36 pF 0.28 pF 
> r ^ M 
腦攀 i 
2.12 pF^ ！ 1.62 nHt J-2.12pF ？ • 
© u u 
M = 0.18 nH 
Fig. 6.3 Configuration III with calculated element values 
In this category, the transmission zeros are all located at 2.2 GHz. Fig. 6.2-6.5 
shows, respectively, the schematic designs and the simulated frequency 
responses of the filter circuits. 
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Simulated frequency responses by ADS for Configuration II (Fig.6.4) and 
Configuration III (Fig. 6.5) 
6.2.2 Category 2 
Fig. 6.6 shows the schematic design for Configuration VI. The transmission zero 
is located at 2.6 GHz. The schematic design and the simulated frequency 
response of this filter circuit are given in Fig. 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. 
0.28 pF 0.33 pF 0.283 pF 
2J7pf4= 1 1.62 nH I ^2.17pF $5�a 
„ P 1.62 nH S 1 
•source 
@ U M 
M = 0.23 nH 
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Frequency / GHz 
Fig. 6.7 Simulated frequency response by ADS for Configuration III 
6.2.3 Category 3 
Fig. 6.8 shows the schematic design of configuration XI and the two 
transmission zeros are located at 2.2 and 2.6 GHz. The corresponding simulated 
frequency response of the circuit is plotted in Fig. 6.9. 
3.41 pF 0.63 pF 0.79 pF 
50 Q> ^ 'Y 1.69 pF � 
> 3.5 nH ^ T 3 ^ r n 
^ 0.53 nH I < 
… 隱 么 1.07pF二: 4.46 pF 二: 3 0.85 nH 
Fig. 6.8 Configuration XI with element values calculated 
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Fig. 6.9 Simulated frequency response by ADS for Configuration XI 
6.3 Design and Optimization 
After checking the schematic design by using ADS, individual component was 
replaced by the corresponding layout element based on the design rule and 
information provided by the foundry. The capacitors used were all parallel-plate type 
and their dimensions can be evaluated by (5.9). The inductors can either be strip- or 
spiral- shaped, depending on the amount of inductance required. Dimensions of these 
inductors may be determined by (5.14). The completed physical layouts were then 
simulated by IE3D. 
Due to the small spacing between individual components, the mutual coupling 
associated with the physical layout may corrupt the filter performance. In addition, 
one component might be placed on top of another component in different layers for a 
compact design. As a result, a full-wave electromagnetic simulation (IE3D) of the 
complete physical structure, including all the parasitic and coupling effect is 
therefore an essential step. There are basically two approaches in tuning the circuits: 
1) Manual tuning and 2) Computer optimization of the layout. Normally, the layout 
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was first manually tuned to get a reasonable frequency response and then followed 
by fine-tuning. 
Parasitic coupling is mainly caused by the overlapping of components in different 
layers. For miniaturized designs, such overlappings are unavoidable and sometimes, 
these parasitic effects may be minimized by careful layouting. Consider the circuit 
and physical layout as shown in Fig. 6.10 and Fig 6.11. Initially, the capacitor, Q j , 
C C is designed to be realized by connecting capacitors C^ 2a and ( Q j = = ) 
in series. However, due to the presence of the two parasitic capacitors, C^ 2c ^^^ ^iid, 
the effective value of , is actually given by, 
广 ， — + 
2 
(6.1) 
Coi C l 2 C23 
‘ — I ^ I I — — ^ I I ^ 
C 2 = = 
Fig. 6.10 Structure of Configuration III with all inductors removed 
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==ci where  
Cl2a = Cm = 2C12 
Fig. 6.11 Physical layout for the schematic in Fig. 9 
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Fig. 6.12 (a) and (b) show, respectively, the distorted frequency responses 
obtained by IE3D and ADS (with the inclusion of the parasitic capacitors). Both 
results indicate that the bandwidth of the filter was widened and the transmission 
zero frequencies were shifted from 2.2 GHz to 1.6 GHz. 
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Frequency / GHz 
(b) 
Fig. 6.12 Simulations of frequency responses of Configuration III with the 
presence of parasitic capacitors (a) by IE3D (b) by ADS 
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In order to minimize the effects of the parasitic capacitances, the value of C^ 2a 
and C^ 2b has to be lowered by reducing the area of its physical layout. After such 
modification, a corrected frequency response with flat pass-band is observed, as 
shown in Fig. 6.13. 
, ~ ‘ ~ dB(S(1,1)l —B— dB�S(2,1)J 
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i r -- ] i j.. - 1 l\ ] \ 一.「丨 丨…一 T 一 .丨…—.J i -
i i I 1 1 j & , • • j I I 1 ： ! i ! I |l \ i I 
-2D - . r - 「 — r I - - T — . i … f ! … 1 V — “ 厂 - … . … … 丨 — • 
•jr ： 一 L I J � ！ L — i — „ I^W I i i i i 
_i、i "f"" I r "‘ " I a ~ I •"” ； —_~ 1'一 ： I i I i J I i i > s < i ！ I 
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-45 ……：―-’----I——！——F I —卜—丄.—f-.---：——卜———丨—— so 丨 I 一 I i 丨 丨 I i I I — \ | \ | I ； I ； i ！ I I Jjir^ \ i i i j i 1 J^Tl — L __L- J L L ' _ i — i i I L— „ L — 
:5 y ^ : : 丨 ！ T 丨 . ： 丨 I : I i i -• ^  
- 7 0 I i ： ： ： ： ； ； i  
1 1.2 l i 1.8 I 11 2 .4 2 .6 2.8 3 3.2 3 .6 3 .8 4 
Frequency (GHz) 
Fig. 6.13 Simulation of frequency response of Configuration III by IE3D after 
correction 
Fine-tuning of layout is done by the built-in optimization function of IE3D. 
Insertion loss in the pass-band and the amount of attenuation in the stop-band 
were chosen as the targets, with the physical dimensions of the layout as 
optimizing variables. The final physical layout and the corresponding simulated 
frequency responses of the five filter circuits are shown in Fig. 6.14-6.18. 
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Fig. 6.14 (a) Physical layout of filter circuit shown in Fig. 7.1 (Version 1) 
(b) Simulated frequency response by IE3D 
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Fig. 6.15 (a) Physical layout of filter circuit shown in Fig. 7.2 (Version 2) 
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Configuration II (Version 1) 215 mils x 88 mils 
Configuration II (Version 2) 215 mils x 150 mils 
Configuration III 216 mils x 62 mils 
Configuration VI 187 mils x 74 mils 
Configuration XI 218 mils x 112 mils 
Table 6.1 Physical dimensions of the five designs shown in Fig. 7.14-7.18 
In IE3D simulation, the relative dielectric constant and loss tangent o f the 
substrate are set to 7.8 and 0.001, respectively. A l l the circuit components in 
Configuration I I , (both version 1 and 2) were embedded in ten layers substrate of 
equal thickness wi th a total thickness of 36 mils. For the remaining designs, all the 
components are embedded in seven layers substrate wi th a total thickness of 17.68 









Gound Plane • — ^ - - - • ^ ― " ^ ― — 
Fig. 6.19 Number assignment of the vertical structure 
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Table 6.2 Thickness of each layer in the vertical structure 
Both Version 1 & 2 of Configuration II have the same schematic design but 
different physical layout implementations. It can be seen from Fig. 6.14(b) and 
6.15(b) that the frequency responses of the two layouts are different. Note that in 
Version 2, an unexpected transmission zero is generated at 2.38 GHz, which is 
caused by the mutual coupling between the components. 
In Configuration III and VI’ the mutual inductance is implemented by a coupled-
line structure. Note that these coupling lines are placed on the same layer because the 
amount of mutual inductance (M) required is small and M can be more accurately 
predicted by (5.14). In Configuration XI’ inductors are realized by spiral inductors 
since a large inductance is required. For capacitors, they are all parallel-plate 
structure. The use of multi-layer capacitors are avoided because the via holes 
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associated with the multi-layer structures was found to generate quite a significant 
amount of parasitic inductance. 
All the prototypes were fabricated by National Semiconductor Corporation. The 
ceramic material used was DuPont 951 tape with relative dielectric constant and loss 
tangent of 7.8 and 0.001. All the embedded conductors were silver while the surface 
layer conductors were solderable silver/palladium alloy. At present, only 
Configuration II (both Version 1 and Version 2) have been fabricated and measured. 
6.4 Performance Evaluation 
Measurements were carried out using HP8510C Network Analyzer and a Summit 
9000 Probe Station. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.20-6.21. To ensure 
high measurement accuracy, a two-tier calibration procedure was adopted here. An 
open, a short and a match load was used in the first calibration routine to shift the 
reference plane to the coplanar probe tips of the Probe Station. Then, a TRL 
calibration method [23], [24] was applied in order to remove the error introduced by 
the discontinuities associated with the connections between the probe tips and the 
layout. 
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\ � 、 ！ � ： Probe Station 
譯 : ： “ ^ : i M i r l 
Fig. 6.20 Experimental Setup for LTCC measurements 
麵i::.�y.: I應 I ; .輔 i ^ j g m u m u g g u u j j j u j IBHHHBI 
Fig. 6.21 Probing a LTCC circuit 
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6.4.1 TRL Calibration Method 
This method requires several standards including two transmission lines of 
different lengths and two identical reflects of unknown reflection coefficient. Fig. 
6.22 and 6.23 show the measurement error model and the calibration standards 
required. One can observe that two error boxes are used to represent the discontinuity 
effect introduced by the connection between the device under test (DUT) and the 
coplanar probes. The calibration required to characterize these error boxes are given 
below. 
Coplanar Probe Reference Plane 
^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ 
Port 1 Port 2 
Error Box A Error Box B 
Ra RB I _ _ I I ^ I 
^ DUT Reference Plane 办2 ri r^  «2 
Fig. 6.22 Model for the practical measurement network 
Delay Line 1 R l i 
Delay Line 2 R ^ i 
Reflects 
^R r尺 
Fig. 6.23 Calibration standards in TRL 
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If [R] is defined as the transmission matrix of the cascaded networks 
between plane A and B, then we have 
fbA ifa.^ 
=[尺] a. b) 
V 1乂 、 ” ( 6 . 2 ) 
where the transformation between s-parameter and transmission matrix 
parameters is given by: 
U - C 
八 11 — ^ 12 “ 
(6.3a) 
(6.3b) 




.穴Di]= I a J [尺zJ [及s] if delay line 1 is inserted (6.4) 
Rd2 ]=[穴A ] [^ L2 ] [^B ] if delay line 2 is inserted (6.5) 
where [R^],[尺丄[R^] and correspond to the transmission matrices of error 
boxes A, B, and delay line 1 and 2 respectively. 
In TRL procedure, delay line 1 is defined as "zero-length", with its matrix elements 
given by, 
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卜 H 卞 iJ (6.6) 
where 丫 is defined as the wave propagation constant 
Hence, (6.4) and (6.5) can be simplified as 
[ R o M R M R S ] (6.7) 
t] = [R,^] (6.8) 
L J L / I J / l J L/ 二 J 
where 
M 二 [尺皇丨广 （6.9) 
If the elements in [r] and [R^] are denoted by t.j and 补• respectively, 
expanding (6.8), gives 
尺Aii+。2 尺A21 = 尺 川 ( 6 . 1 0 ) 
。 尺 4 1 1 + ^ 2 2 尺 仙 = 尺 ( 6 . 1 1 ) 
(6.12) 
广21 尺,�12+广22 尺A22 = 尺 2 (6.13) 
where 
[ 尺 ] - 卜 • 1 
八 / ” 一 , r\ -Y / ’ 
0 e ‘ -
V 乂 
Subsequently, we have 
( p V f p \ 
( I ) (6.14) 
( p V ( P ^ (6.15) 
\ y V — y 
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Note that the coefficients t.. are determined from 仍 ]and [Rj^^ ] . Since the 
coefficients of the above quadratic equations are the same, (6.14) and (6.15) give the 
R R same roots for and . In order to distinguish between the root and the 
尺 A22 
corresponding ratio, the following equation may be used: 
f p � 
t 八 仙 +t 
�21 n ^ ^ 22 2, _ y^Aii) c — 
R 十 、 ( 6 . 1 6 ) 
、八 All; 
R R For correct choice of roots, (6.16) should be satisfied and thus — ^ and — ^ can RA22 
R R be found. Using similar procedures, the values of and — ^ can also be RBU RB22 
determined. 
Finally, we have 
o _ 凡 12 (6.17a) � 1 - -
S s 2 2 = - ^ (6.17b) 
^AU^All 一 — 
~ c 一 'p ^ (6.17c) 
�八A22 ^ 
� 21 _ RB21 RbU 
— 'r ~ r ( 6 . 1 7 d ) 
Ofill 八S22 八 y \ J 
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Now, by connecting the reflect standards of reflection coefficient 
r尺 to both ports, we have 
p _ C , ll -�A11 十 
厂〜2 (6.18) 
p _ c I � 2 1 
(6.19) i T "11 
From (6.18) and (6.19)，we get 
, l + I 
— X (6.20) 
A 
where 
X — _ RaU 尺Al 
^A22 ^A22 尺A21 ��� {0.23) 
Y _ _ RB21 ^Bll (6.24) 
^ = (6.25) 
R 
B = T2 — S B22 =厂2 H — ^B22 (6.26) 
By connecting the delay line 1 to port 1 (see Fig. 6.24), we obtain 
o _ , r . I^IDI - 1 _ 9 ^ 十〜1 
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Hence, 
/ X 丫 1 
V L J (6.27) 
where 
r - ^ 仏 12 
I 一 ^llDl ~ ~ 
A B 
Port 1 Port 2 
Error Box A Error Box B 
Delay Line 1 
•^ llDl 
Fig. 6.24 Reference plane for evaluating ^！。！ 
Consequently, 似 and � "c a n be solved as: 
f yY xX^ 
^A22 = ^BU 1 + — 1 + — 
I 人 」 (6.28) 
c Jf. X丫1 i^TYi xvi 1 + - 1 + - 1 + -
A A 人 By* ( C J � （6.29) 
The correct choice of root in (6.29) is obtained by using (6.19) 
2 - � (6.30) 
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Note that only one of the roots in (6.29) can satisfy (6.30). Hence, 8^ 22 and 川 can 
be found. The remaining elements in the error boxes are evaluated in the following 
manner, 
By connecting the delay line 1 to the ports, 
o 一 
二 ( 5 3 1 ) 
And, 
o 一 ^ A\2^B\2 1201 ~ i _ a o 
上 一 
〜 2 〜 2 二 (1 - 〜 2 2 〜 1 ) ( 6 3 2 ) 
Also from (6.23) and (6.24), 
� 1 2 ^ 1 = (6.33) 
c c - yc (6.34) 
Hence, the remaining four unknowns, 5 *乂 2 ， , ^bm and S^ ^^  can be obtained by 
solving (6.17c), (6Aid) (6.33) and (6.34). 
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S^] and [S^] are the two matrix to be determined in TRL calibration method. The 
procedures are summarized as follows. 
1. Connect delay line 1 and 2 to get (6.4) & (6.5). 
2. Apply (6.14) & (6.15) to g t i ^ , ^ a n d ^ . 
^A22 ^All RB12 RBII 
3. Evaluate 川 and S^^i by (6.17a) & (6.17b). 
4. Connect reflect standards to get (6.18) & (6.19). 
5. Evaluate S^^ ^ and S^ ^^  by (6.28) & (6.29). 
6. By (6.16)，（6.18), (6.33) and (6.34)，S^^^ , , and '^521 can be 
obtained. 
7.4.1 Experimental Results 
Fig. 6.25 and 6.26 shows the de-embedded S-parameter of the fabricated filters. 
Simulated results by using IE3D are also included for comparison. 
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The results indicate that the agreement between the simulated and measured filter 
responses are good. It is found that an accurate prediction of the insertion loss as well 
as the stop-band characteristics of the LTCC filters can be obtained by IE3D. 
This filter (Version 1) exhibits a mid-band insertion loss of 4.8 dB, with 
transmission zeros located at 2.1 GHz, and attenuation level of better than 40 dB (f < 
2.22 GHz). The second filter (Version 2) exhibits a mid-band insertion loss of 5 dB 
with transmission zeros located at 1.88 and 2.32 GHz, and stop-band attenuation 
level of better than 40 dB (f < 2.02 GHz). 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and Recommendations for Future 
Work 
In this research, twelve band-pass filter configurations, including ten newly 
proposed structures, with improved stop-band characteristics were introduced. With 
pre-defined circuit parameters, such as center frequency of the pass-band, 3-dB 
bandwidth, transmission zero frequencies, all the circuit element values can be 
evaluated by the set of closed form equations derived. This calculation does not 
require iterative or optimization techniques. Furthermore, the choice of different 
filter configuration based on the practical limitation such as maximum capacitor and 
inductor value has been addressed. For illustration, some filter circuits have been 
realized based on LTCC technology. To facilitate design and implementation, 
commercially available CAD tools have been utilized for circuit and layout 
simulations as well as the generation of the final layout for the fabrication by the 
foundry. The main contributions of this research can be summarized as follows. 
1. Some newly proposed band-pass filter configurations with improved stop-
band characteristics have been discussed. The transmission zero can be 
arranged to locate at either the lower stop-band, upper stop-band or both 
lower and upper stop-band. 
2. A set of closed form equations for evaluating the filter element values has 
been derived. 
3. Based upon the LTCC technology, some of the proposed configurations 
have been realized for application in Bluetooth devices. 
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This research provides the basic theories required for the design of band-pass 
filters with improved stop-band characteristics. Further investigations on the 
research project are possible. Future work may include: 
1. To reduce the size of the filter by making use of the multi-layer structure. 
Problems need to be considered included parasitic coupling and losses. 
2. To develop a more efficient algorithm for circuit optimization. Two possible 
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Appendix A 
CAD Tool for LTCC Circuit Prototyping 
Recently, due to the rapid development in computer technology, most of the 
design work, which is mainly done manually in the past, is now conducted by 
computers. Nowadays, the development of CAD tools in assisting design and 
fabrication is of great importance for increasingly complex structures. To facilitate 
LTCC circuit design and manufacturing, various types of computer-aided design 
tools are required. This chapter gives a brief introduction of the software packages 
that have been employed in this research work. 
A.l Advanced Design System (ADS) 
Advanced Design System 
Version 1.5 
• : Initializing … [:：•； 
，：：赢 彻 5 
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Fig. A-1 Initialization window in ADS 
ADS [25] is an electronic design automation (EDA) tool developed by Agilent 
Eesof for the design of a variety of RF and DSP systems. With more than ninety 
thousands built-in libraries and device models, ADS may be used for the simulation 
of electronic circuits ranging from component to system level. Another important 
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feature in ADS is related to the feasibility in the linkages to many technical 
instruments, like spectrum and network analyzer, and third-party softwares. 
A.1.1 Drawing Schematic 
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Fig, A-2 Design manager window in ADS 
Fig. A-2 shows a design manager window in ADS. The first step is to create a 
design file containing the schematic of the filter suitable for simulation. All the 
drawings are done in the schematic window (Fig. A-3). The components can either 
be inserted from the component library window or from the component palette 
appearing on the left-handed side of the schematic window. 
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Fig. A-3 Schematic window in ADS 
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The s-parameter ports and the simulation setup box (Fig. A-4) are essential for s-
parameter simulation. The circuit simulator requires the entry of the appropriate 
frequency range as well as the step-size of the frequencies. 
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Fig. A-4 Essential elements required in ADS simulation 
A.1.2 Schematic Simulation 
Once the circuit simulation is has started, a simulation window (Fig. A-5) 
showing the simulation time and running status will appear on the screen. If error is 
found during the simulation, error messages will also be displayed in this window. 
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Fig, A-5 Simulation window 
A. 1.3 Presentation of Simulation Results 
When the simulation has finished, the generated data is stored in a Dataset which 
can be displayed in the data display window，as illustrated in Fig. A-6. Moreover, it 
is possible to display the data in various formats, adding markers to traces, and to 
install mathematical equations for further computation to be carried out on the data. 
For example, in Fig A-6，simulated frequency responses of the filter are displayed 
with markers inserted at the resonant point (2.4 GHz). . 
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Fig, A-6 Data display window in ADS 
A.2 IE3D 
IE3D [26] is developed by Zeland Software Inc., which is an integrated full-wave 
electromagnetic simulation and optimization package for the analysis and design of 
3-D structures, such as microstrip antennas, high frequency printed circuits, and 
high-speed printed circuit boards (PCBs). With IE3D, accurate analysis of multi-
layer structures such as LTCC becomes possible. 
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Fig. A-7 Design manager in IE3D 
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The IE3D package consists of seven main application programs, which can be found 
in the design manager window (Fig. A-7). 
1. MGRID: Layout editor for the construction of a geometry. 
2. IE3D: Electromagnetic simulator or simulation engine for numerical analysis. 
3. MODUA: Schematic editor for parameter display and nodal circuit 
simulation. 
4. CUR VIEW: Post processor for display and animation of current distribution 
and field distribution 
5. PATTERNVIEW: Post processor for radiation patterns. 
6. FIELD: Near field calculation program. 
7. MTRAN: Optional DXF converter. 
A.2.1 Material Definitions 
All the properties of the material used should be defined before drawing any 
layout in MGRID. Fig A-8 (a)，(b) and (c) correspond, respectively, to the setting of 
the properties for ground plane, dielectric and metal in MGRID. Consider the 
window shown in Fig. A-8 (a), the layer number, zero, is assigned to the ground 
plane by default. -
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No. 0 is defaulted as die grouad plane I . 
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Fig. A-8 Material definitions in IE3D 
(a) ground plane (b) dielectric (c) conductive material 
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A.2.2 Drawing of Layout 
The layout can be constructed in MGRID window either by using the mouse or 
by entering the absolute vertex locations from keyboard. For accuracy, the second 
approach is usually adopted, as illustrated in Fig. A-9. 
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Fig. A-9 Drawing of layout in IE3D 
Fig. A-10 shows the complete layout of a LTCC filter. Different colours represent 
the conductive pattern in different layers. Note that a 3D view of the structure at 
different angle (Fig. A-11) can be attained by the aid of mouse. 
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Fig. A-10 2D view of LTCC layout 
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Fig. A-11 3D view of LTCC layout 
A.2.3 Layout Simulation 
After setting the simulation parameters in the simulation setup (Fig. A-12)，the 
built-in simulator, IE3D can be invoked. Simulation time is largely dependent on the 
structure complexity, discretization parameters, and the frequency parameters. For 
accurate simulation results, the number of discretized cells should be increased, 
resulting in longer simulation time. 
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Fig. A-12 Simulation setup in IE3D 
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A.2.4 Presentation of Simulation Results 
The data can be displayed by using MODULA in various formats. Fig. A-13 
illustrates the simulated frequency response of the layout shown in Fig, A-10. 
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Fig. A-13 Plot of simulated results by MODULA 
A.2.5 Optimization 
Due to the small spacing between individual components in the layout, parasitic 
couplings associated with the layout may corrupt the filter performance. Hence, 
some tuning, or optimization is usually required. Optimization is one of the build-in 
functions in IE3D. Using the LTCC filter design as an example. The components to 
be tuned are first selected as the optimizing variables, followed by setting the upper -
and lower bound values for the component dimensions as well as the optimization 
goal, such as insertion loss and stop-band attenuation, as depicted in Fig A-14-A-17. 
Note that the optimized modified layout is saved in a *m.geo file where * is the 
original file name. The new layout may be checked by running another em 
simulation and corresponding simulated data will be stored in a file named as *.sp 
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file. This *.sp file can be opened by MODUA for presentation. Note that, if the 
tuning range of the chosen variables are not wide enough or the optimization goals 
are too tight, the results thus obtained may be unsatisfactory. In this case, the 
boundary values or the optimization goals may be relaxed before the simulation is re-
run. 
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Fig, A-14 Setting of variables for optimization in IE3D 
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A.3 CAM350 Family 
CAM350 Family [27] is a tool developed by Advanced CAM Technologies, 
which is the first CAM tool based upon a fully intelligent CAD database. Due to the 
full automation in the fabrication process, it is necessary to generate a file containing 
the design information, for being readable in manufacturing machine. The CAM350 
Family acts like a bridge between the CAD tools and CAM. It provides six separate 
editors, namely CAM, CAP (Custom Aperture), Part, NC, Flying Probe, and Bed of 
Nails. The default editor is the CAM editor. It is the primary editing tool used for 
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importing and exporting data with embedded utilities such as DRC, panelization, and 
other manufacturing preparation processes 
A.3.1 Layer Definitions 
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Fig. A-18 Main edit screen in CAM350 [27] 
The main CAM350 edit screen is shown in Fig. A-18. The layer definitions are 
located at the left-hand-side of the window, in which layers should be defined before 
start. 
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Fig. A-19 Layer definitions in layer table in CAM350 
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Fig. A-19 illustrates, the layer table for layer definitions. As shown in the figure, 
each layer possesses a unique name and colour for distinction. Layers containing 
conductive materials as well as via holes should be defined separately. Once this is 
done, the design layout for the LTCC filter is ready to be drawn in the editor. 
A.3.2 Dcode Definitions 
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Fig. A-20 Dcode definitions in CAM350 
In CAM350 editor, all the polygons required in the design layout should be first 
defined before inserting them into the drawing. A unique code, called Dcode 
contains the shapes as well as the dimensions of each polygon. Fig. A-20 shows the 
aperture table for the Dcode definitions. The left- and right-handed columns in the 
table correspond, respectively, to the shapes and the dimensions for the polygons. 
The units for the dimensions can be either in mil or mm, depending on the setting in 
the table. Accurate Dcode definitions are of great importance because all the 
information for the polygons is stored in the Dcodes. 
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A.3.3 Drawing of Polygons 
Desired polygons can be added to the drawing in the editor by selecting 
appropriate Dcode as illustrated in Fig. A-21 and Fig A-22. 
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The polygons corresponding to this Dcode can be inserted by choosing "Add" in the 
main menu and then “flash” (Fig. A-22). Once the drawing of the layout is finished 
(Fig. A-23), the design may be saved as a machine-readable file and be sent off to the 
foundry for fabrication. 
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Fig. A-23 Finalized layout in CAM350 
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Appendix B 
Computer Program 1 Listing 
The followings are the program codes written in Matlab for evaluating the 
component values in each band-pass filter configuration. 
氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 氺 * 
%This program is to calculate the element values in 13 different 
%stmctures of band-pass filters 
% 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 
% 
%1. Conventional band-pass filter 
%2. Structures with improved stop-band characteristics 
% 2.1 Configuration I - III: transmission zeros at lower stop-band 
% 2.2 Configuration IV - VII: transmission zeros at upper stop-band 
% 2.3 Configuration VIII - XII: transmission zeros at lower and upper 
% stop-band % 
%A11 the configurations are of second-order, with butterworth 
%characteristic % 
% H c * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 木 * * * * * * 氺 * * * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 * * * 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 
% * * * * * * * * * * * * 
%Main Program 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 
%clear all the previous memory 
clear all; 
%Prompt for the choice of structure being concern 
choice=input(Please enter "13" for conventional structure or the configuration number : 
%Prompt for the center frequency of the pass-band and the 3 dB bandwidth 
fo = input( Please enter the value of center frequency in MHz : 
delta_f = input(Please enter the value of 3 dB Bandwidth in MHz : 
%For conventional band-pass structure 
if(choice == 13) 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
Lrl = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lrl in nH : 
Lr2 = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lr2 in nH : 
%Calculate the element values 
[CI, C2, Lrl, Lr2, COI, C12, C23]=convent(fo, Lrl, Lr2, delta—f) 
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%For Configuration I 
elseif(choice = = 1 ) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
f z l = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz l in MHz : 
fz2 = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz2 in MHz : 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
Lla = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, L la in nH : 
L ib = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, L ib in nH : y, 
%Calculate the element values 
[Lla, C2a, Cla.dash, Lib, C2b, Clb.dash, COI, C12, C23]=configl(fo, f z l , fz2, Lla, Lib, delta_f) 
% 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 H s 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * 
%For Configuration II ******************** 
elseif(choice == 2) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
fzl=input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz l in MHz : 
fz2=input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz2 in MHz : 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
Lrl=input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lrl in nH : 
Lr2=input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lr2 in nH : 
%Calculate the element values 
[Cpl, Cla, Lla, Cp2, Clb, Lib, COI, C12, C23]=config2(fo, f z l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta.f) 
OJQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
%For Configuration III 
GJQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
elseif(choice ==3) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequency 
fz = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz in MHz : 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
Lrl = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lrl in nH : 
Lr2 = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lr2 in nH : 
%Calculate the element values 
[C1,C2, Ll_dash, L2_dash, M, COI, C12—dash, C23]= config3(fo, fz, Lrl, Lr2, delta—f) 
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GJQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
%Configuration IV 
elseif(choice ==4) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
f z l = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, f z l in MHz : 
fz2 = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz2 in MHz :‘)； 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
L2a = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, L2a in nH :‘)； L2b = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, L2b in nH : 
%Calculate the element values 
[CIa, L2a, Lla—dash, Clb, L2b, Llb_dash, COI, C12, C23]=config4(fo, f z l , fz2, L2a, L2b, delta.f) 
GJQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
%Configuration V 
CJQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
elseif(choice == 5) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
fzl=input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, f z l in MHz : 
fz2=input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz2 in MHz : 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
Lrl=input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lrl in nH :〕； Lr2=input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lr2 in nH : 
%Calculate the element values 
[Lpl, Cla, Lla, Lp2, Clb, Lib, COI, C12, C23]=config5(fo, f z l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta.f) 
CJQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
%Configuration VI 
elseif(choice == 6) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequency 
fz = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz in MHz : 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
Lrl = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lrl in nH : 
Lr2 = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, Lr2 in nH : 
%Calculate the element values 
[CI, C2, Ll_dash, L2_dash, M, COI, C12—dash，C23]= config6(fo, fz, Lrl, Lr2, delta J ) 
155 
%Configuration VII /yf ^！；士企企士企企必^！^少企少^！^企必由企 个个个个个个个个个个个个个个个个个 
elseif(choice == 7) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
fz l = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz l in MHz : 0； fz2 = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz2 in MHz : 
fz3 = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz3 in MHz : 
%Prompt for the initial paramters 
L2a = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, L2a in nH : 
L2b = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, L2b in nH : 
%Calculate the element values 
[Cla, L2a, Lla_ddash, Clb, L2b, Lib一ddash，M, COI, C12—dash, C23]=... 
config7(fo, f z l , fz2, fz3, L2a, L2b, delta_f) 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 
%Configuration VIII 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 本 * 氺 氺 承 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 
elseif (choice = = 8 ) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
fz l = input('Please enter the value of pole frequency fz l in MHz :'); 
fz2 = input('Please enter the value of pole frequency fz2 in MHz : ’)； 
%Prompt for the initial parameters Lla = input('Please enter the value of Lla in nH :'); 
L2b = input('Please enter the value of L2b in nH :'); 
%Calculate the element values 
[Ceq, C2a, Lla, Leq, L2b, Clb, COI, C12, C23]=config8(fo, f z l , fz2, Lla, L2b, delta J ) 
氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 
%Configuration IX 
% *氺：}：氺氺 *氺氺氺氺氺氺氺氺水氺 
elseif(choice == 9) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
fz l = input('Please enter the value of pole frequency fzl in MHz :'); 
fz2 = input('Please enter the value of pole frequency fz2 in MHz :')； 
%Prompt for the initial parameters Lrl = input('Please enter the value of Lrl in nH :'); 
Lr2 = input('Please enter the value of Lr2 in nH : •); 
%Calculate the element values 
[Cpl, Cla, Lla, Lp2, Clb, Lib, COI, C12, C23]=config9(fo, fz l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta_f) 
156 
GJQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
%Configuration X 
氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 
elseif(choice == 10) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
fz l = input(Please enter the value of pole frequency fz l in MHz : % 
fz2 = input( Please enter the value of pole frequency fz2 in MHz : 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
Lrl = input(Please enter the value of Lrl in nH :‘)； Lr2 = input(Please enter the value of Lr2 in nH : 
%Calculate the element values 
[Ceq, Lla, C2a, Lpb, Clb, Lib, COI, C12, C23] = configlO(fo, f z l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta_f) 
氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 
%Configuration XI 
% 本 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 本 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 
elseif(choice ==11) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
fz l = input(Please enter the value of pole frequency fz l in MHz : 
fz2 = input( Please enter the value of pole frequency fz2 in MHz : 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
Lrl = input(Please enter the value of Lrl in nH : 
Lr2 = input(Please enter the value of Lr2 in nH : 
%Prompt for the element values 
[Leq, L2a, Cla, Cpb, Clb, Lib, COI, C12, C23]=configll(fo, f z l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta_f) 
**************** 
%Configuration XII 
GJQ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
elseif(choice == 12) 
%Prompt for the tx zero frequencies 
fz l = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz l in MHz : 
fz2 = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz2 in MHz : 
fz3 = input(Please enter the value of tx zero frequency, fz3 in MHz :‘)； 
%Prompt for the element values L2a = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, L2a in nH : L2b = input(Please enter the value of initial parameter, L2b in nH : 
%Prompt for the initial parameters 
[Cla, L2a, Lla_ddash, Clb, L2b, Llb_ddash, M, COI, C12一dash, C23]... 




氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * 
%This function is to evaluate the circuit elements in conventional structure 
氺 * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * 氺 * 氺 * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * 氺 * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 * 
function [C1, C2, Lrl, Lr2, COI, C12, C23]= convent(f, Lrl, Lr2, delta_f) 
w = 2*pi*f*le6; 
delta_w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw_factor = delta—w/w; 
g o = 1; 
g l = 1.414; 
g 2 = 1.414; 
g 3 = l； 
[bl, Crl]=slope_para_convent(Lrl, w); 
[b2, Cr2]=slope_para_convent(Lr2, w); 





% 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 H e * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * 
%This function is to evaluate the susceptance 
% slope parameter for the conventional structure 
% 氺 氺 本 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 
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% 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * 
%This function is to evaluate the susceptance 
%slope parameter for Configuration I 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
function [b, LI, CI, C2]=slope_paral(Ll, w, wp) 




temp2=(l-w*w*Ll*C2)*(C2+Cl-3*w*w*Ll*Cl*C2); temp3=(l-w*w*Ll*C2)八 2; 
b = (w/2) * ((temp 1 +temp2)/temp3); 
% 氺 氺 中 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * 本 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 * * * * * * 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration II 
% 氺 ^ ： 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 * * 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 * * * 
function [Cpl, Cla, Lla, Cp2, Clb, Lib, COI, C12, C23]=config2(fo, f z l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta.f) 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
wo = 2*pi*fo*le6; 
wz l =2*pi* fz l* le6 ; 
wz2 = 2*pi*fz2*le6; 
delta—w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw—factor = delta_w/wo; 
%Standard values for the circuit elements 
g o = 1； gl = 1.414; g 2 = 1.414; g3 = l； 
%Component evaluations 
[bl, Crl]=slope_para_convent(Lrl, wo); 
[b2, Cr2]=slope_para_convent(Lr2, wo); 
[COI, C12, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup_cap(go, g l , g2, g3, b l , b2, bw—factor, wo); 
Ceffl=-l*(Ca+Cb); 
Ceff2=-l*(Cc+Cd); 
[Lla, Cla, Cpl]=compute2(wo, wzl , Ceffl , Crl); 
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%This function is to adjust the circuit elements for the introduclion 
%of transmission zero at the lower slop-band by mutual coupling 
%bet\veen inductors 
% 氺 * * * 本 * * 氺 * 氺 * * * * * 本 水 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * 氺 * * * 
function [M’ Ll_dash, L2_dash, C12_dash|=mcoupleft(C 12, Lrl, Lr2, wz, wo) 
C = C12/(l-((wz^2)/(wo^2))); 
Lc = l/((wz 八 2)*C); La = Lr2*le-9; Lb = Lrl*le-9; 
Ll=(Lb*Lc)/(La+Lb+Lc); L2=(Lc*La)/(La+Lb+Lc); L3=(La*Lb)/(La+Lb+Lc); 
M=L3; Ll_dash=Ll+M; L2—dash=L2+M; C12_dash=C; 
% * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 * 氺 * 氺 * 氺 * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * 氺 * * * * 氺 * * * * 氺 * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration IV 
% 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 * * * * 氺 * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 * * * * * 氺 氺 * 氺 * * * * * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * * * * * 氺 * * 氺 * * * * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * 氺 
function [Cla, L2a, Lla_dash, Clb, L2b, Llb_dash, COI, C12, C23]... 
=config4(fo, f z l , fz2, L2a, L2b, delta J ) 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
wo = 2*pi*fo*le6; 
wzl = 2*pi*fzl*le6; 
wz2 = 2*pi*fz2*le6; 
delta_w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw—factor = delta—w/wo; 
%Standard values for the circuit elements 
g o = 1; 
g l = 1.414; 
g 2 = 1.414; 
g3 = l； 
%Component evaluations 
[bl, L2a, Cla, Lla] = slope_para4(L2a, wo, wzl); 
[b2, L2b, Clb, Lib] = slope_para4(L2b, wo, wz2); 
[COI, C12, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup—cap(go，gl, g2, g3, bl , b2, bw_factor, wo); 
%Adjustments for the negative elements in the J-inverter Lla—dash = Lla/(l-wo*wo*Lla*Ca-wo*wo*Lla*Cb); Lib—dash = Llb/(l-wo*wo*Llb*Cc-wo*wo*Llb*Cd); 
162 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 s H 氺 * * * 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * 氺 
%This function is to evaluate the susceptance %slope parameter for Configuration IV 
%氺氺氺氺氺氺氺氺氺氺水氺氺氺氺氺氺氺*氺氺**氺氺氺**氺*氺** *氺 * H < *氺氺氺*氺氺氺* 
function [b, L2’ CI, L1] = slope—para4(L2’ w, wp) 
L2 = L2*le-9; 
Cl= l / (wp 八 2*L2); L1=-(w*W*C1*L2-1)/(W*W*C1); 
tempi = (w*w*Cl*Ll+w*w*Cl*L2-l)*(3*w*w*Ll*L2*Cl-Ll); temp2 = (w*Ll-w*w*w*Ll*L2*Cl)*(2*w*Cl*Ll+2*w*Cl*L2); tempS = (w*Ll-w*w*w*Ll*L2*Cl)*(w*Ll-w*w*w*Ll*L2*Cl); 
b = (w/2)*((temp 1 +temp2)/temp3); 
氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * * 氺 * * * * 本 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 * 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration V 
氺 * * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
function [Lpl, Cla, Lla, Lp2, Clb, Lib, COI, C12, C23]=config5(fo, f z l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta_f) 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
wo = 2*pi*fo*le6; 
wzl = 2*pi*fzl*le6; 
wz2 = 2*pi*fz2*le6; 
delta—w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw 一 f a c t o r = delta一 w /wo; 
%Standard values for the circuit elements g o = 1; g l = 1.414; g 2 = 1.414; g3 = l; 
%Component evaluations 
[bl, Cr 1 ]=slope_para_convent(Lr 1, wo); 
[b2, Cr2]=slope_para_convent(Lr2, wo); 
[COI, CI2, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup一cap(go’ g l , g 2 , g3, b l ,b2 , bw_factor, wo); 
Ceffl=-l*(Ca+Cb); Ceff2=-l*(Cc+Cd); 
[Lpl, Cla, Lla]=compute5(wo, wzl , Ceffl , Crl); 
[Lp2, Clb, Llb]=compute5(wo, wz2, Ceff2, Cr2); 
163 
氺 * 氺 * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * 
%This function is to evaluate the circuit elements in Configuration V 
氺氺氺!{：**** 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 氺 * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 
function [Lp, CI, Ll]=compute5(wo, wz, Ceff, Cx) 
A = (wo 八 2-wz 八 2)/(wo*Ceff*(wzA2-woA2)); 




CI = l/(wpA2*Ll); 
Lp = Ll/((wzA2/wpA2)-l); 
氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration VI 
氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * 本 * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 * * 氺 * * 氺 * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * 
function [C1, C2, Ll_dash, L2_dash, M, COI, C12_dash, C23]= config6(fo, fz, Lrl, Lrl, delta—f) 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
wo = 2*pi*fo*le6; 
wz = 2*pi*fz*le6; 
delta_w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw—factor = delta—w/wo; 
%Standard values for the circuit elements 
g o = l ; 
g l = 1.414; 
g 2 = 1.414; 
g3 = l; 
%Component evaluations 
[bl, Crl]=slope_para_convent(Lrl, wo); 
[b2, Cr2]=slope_para_convent(Lr2, wo); 
[COI, C12, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup—cap(go，gl, g2, g3, b l , b2, bw一factor, wo); 
Cl=Crl+Ca; C2=Cr2+Cd; 
%Further adjustments for the mutual coupling between inductors 
[M, LI—dash，L2_dash C12_dash]=nicoupright(C 12, Lrl, Lr2, wz, wo); 
164 
氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 
%This function is to adjust the circuit elements for the introduction 
%of transmission zero at the upper stop-band by mutual coupling 
%between inductors 
% 氺 氺 氺 本 本 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 














% 本 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration VII 
% 氺 * 氺 * * 水 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * 
function [Cla, L2a, Lla_ddash, Clb, L2b, Llb_ddash, M, COl, C12_dash, C23]". 
=config7(fo, f z l , fz2, fz3, L2a, L2b, delta_f) 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
wo = 2*pi*fo*le6; 
wzl = 2*pi*fzl*le6; 
wz2 = 2*pi*fz2*le6; 
wz3 = 2*pi*fz3*le6; 
delta—w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw—factor = delta—w/wo; 
%Standard values for the circuit elements 
g o = 1； gl = 1.414; g 2 = 1.414; g3 = l； 
%Component evaluations 
[bl, L2a, Cla, Lla] = slope_para4(L2a, wo, wzl); 
[b2, L2b, Clb, Lib] = slope_para4(L2b, wo, wz2); 
[COl, C12, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup—cap(go, g l , g2, g3, b l , b2, bw一factor，wo); 
Lla_dash = Lla/(l-wo*wo*Lla*Ca); Llb_dash = Llb/(l-wo*wo*Llb*Cd); 
165 
%Further adjustments for the mutual coupling between inductors 
[M，Lla_ddash, Lib—ddash，C12_dash]=mcoupright(C 12, (Lla—dash/le-9)，... 
(Lib—dash/le-9)’ wz3, wo); 
% 氺 * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 水 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 本 * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * 氺 * * * 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * 氺 * * * 氺 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration VIII 
% * * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 * * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 * * * * * * 氺 氺 * 氺 
function [Ceq, C2a, Lla, Leq, L2b, Clb, COI, C12, C23]=config8(f, f z l , fz2, Lla, L2b, delta_f) 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
w = 2*pi*f*le6; 
wz l = 2*pi*fz l* le6; 
wz2 = 2*pi*fz2*le6; 
delta—w = 2*pi*delta一f*le6; bw_factor = delta_w/w; 
%Standard values for the circuit elements g o = 1; g l = 1.414; g 2 = 1.414; g3 = l； 
%Component evaluations 
%Configuration I 
[bl, Lla, Cla, C2a] = slope—para 1 (LIa, w, wzl); 
%Configuration IV 
[b2, L2b, Clb, Lib] = slope一para4(L2b, w, wz2); 
[COI, C12, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup—cap(go，gl, g2, g3, b l , b2, bw一factor，w); 
%Adjustments for the negative elements in the J-inverter Ceq = Cla+Ca+Cb; Leq = Llb/(l-w*w*Llb*Cc-w*w*Llb*Cd); 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 水 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 本 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration IX 
% * 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 * * * * 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 s H * 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 
function [Cpl, Cla, Lla, Lp2, Clb, Lib, COI, C12, C23]=config9(fo, f z l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta_f) 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
wo = 2*pi*fo*le6; 
wz l =2*pi* fz l* le6 ; 
wz2 = 2*pi*fz2*le6; 
delta_w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw 一factor = delta_w/wo; 




[bl, Crl]=slope—para一convent(Lrl, wo); 
%Configuration V [b2, Cr2]=slope_para_convent(Lr2, wo); 
[COI, C12, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup—cap(go’ g l , g2, g3, b l , b2, bw—factor’ wo); 
Ceffl=-l*(Ca+Cb); 
Ceff2=-l*(Cc+Cd); 
[Lla, Cla, Cpl]=compute2(wo, wz l , Ceff l , Crl); 
[Lp2, Clb, Llb]=compute5(wo, wz2, Ceff2, Cr2); 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * * 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration X 
氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * 氺 氺 
function [Cla—dash, Lla, C2a, Lpb, C2, L2, COI, C12, C 2 3 ] . . . 
=configlO(fo, f z l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta—f) 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
wo = 2*pi*fo*le6; 
wz l = 2*pi*fzl*le6; 
wz2 = 2*pi*fz2*le6; 
delta_w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw 一 f a c t o r = delta—w/wo; 
%Standard values for the circuit elements go = 1； g l = 1.414; g 2 = 1.414; g3 = l； 
%Component evaluations 
% Configuration I 
[bl, Crl]=slope_para_convent(Lrl, wo); 
[b2, Cr2]=slope_para_convent(Lr2, wo); 
[COI, C12, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup一cap(go, g l , g2, g3, b l , b2, bw—factor，wo); 




[Lpb, C2, L2]=compute5(wo, wz2, Ceff2, Cr2); 
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%This function is to evaluate the circuit elements in Configuration I 
function [LI, CI, C2]=computel(wo, wz, Cx) 
A=2*Cx; 
Ll=(2*(woA2))/(A*(((woA2)-(wzA2))A2)); 
C1 = 1 /(L1 *(—八2)-( wzA2))); 
C2=l/((wz^2)*Ll); 
% * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration XI 
% * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 
function [Lla.dash, L2a, Cla, Cz2, C2, L2, COI, C12, C23]=configl l(fo, f z l , fz2, Lrl, Lr2, delta_f) 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
wo = 2*pi*fo*le6; 
wzl = 2*pi*fzl*le6; 
wz2 = 2*pi*fz2*le6; 
delta_w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw_factor = delta_w/wo; 
%Standard values for the circuit elements 
g o = 1; 
g l = 1.414; 
g 2 = 1.414; 
g3 = l; 
%Component evaluations 
%Configuration IV 
[bl, Crl]=slope—para一convent(Lrl, wo); 
[bl, Cr2]=slope_para_convent(Lr2, wo); 
[COI, C12, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup—cap(go, g l , g2, g3, bl , b2, bwjactor，wo); 




[L2, C2, Cz2]=compute2(wo, wz2, Ceff2, Cr2); 
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氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 
%This function is to evaluate the circuit elements in Configuration IV 
氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * * * * 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * 





% 氺 * 本 氺 ： { ： 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * * 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 
%This function is used to compute the circuit elements in Configuration XII 
% 水 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 本 本 氺 * * * * * * * 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * * * * * * 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * 
function [Cla, L2a, Lla—ddash，Clb, L2b, Llb_ddash, M, COl, C12_dash, C23]". 
=configl2(fo, f z l , fz2, fz3, L2a, L2b, delta_f)... 
%Settings of circuit parameters 
wo = 2*pi*fo*le6; 
wz l = 2*pi*fzl*le6; 
wz2 = 2*pi*fz2*le6; 
wz3 = 2*pi*fz3*le6; 
delta_w = 2*pi*delta_f*le6; 
bw 一 factor = delta一w/wo; 
%Standard values for the circuit elements g o = 1； g l = 1.414; g 2 = 1.414; g3 = l； 
%Component evaluations 
%Configuration IV 
[bl, L2a, Cla, Lla] = slope—pam4(L2a，wo, wzl); 
[b2, L2b, Clb, Lib] = slope—para4(L2b，wo, wz2); 
[COl, C12, C23, Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd] = coup_cap(go, g l , g2, g3, b l , b2, bw—factor，wo); 
Lla一 dash = Lla/(l-wo*wo*Lla*Ca-wo*wo*Lla*Cb); Llb_dash = Llb/(l-wo*wo*Llb*Cc-wo*wo*Llb*Cd); 
%Further adjustments for the mutual coupling between inductors 
[M, Lla一ddash, Llb_ddash, C12_dash]=mcoupleft(C 12, (Lla_dash/le-9) , . . . 
(Llb_dash/le-9), wz3, wo); 
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Appendix C 
Computer Program 2 Listing 
The followings are the program codes written in Matlab for evaluating the 
capacitance for a capacitor with given dimension and dielectric constant 
%clear all previous memories 
clear all; 
%free space dielectric constant 
free_epsilon = le-9/(36*pi); 
% conersion factor [(mil) to (m)] 
factor = 2.54e-5; 
% Number of cell in each capacitor plate 
sector_num = 2 0 八 2 ; 
% MAX : 21 八2 [otherwise OUT OF MEMORY (my comp)] 
% Real simulation : 32八2 
%Prompt for the dimension and dielectric constant for the capacitor width = input(The width of the capacitor plate (mils)= length = input(The length of the capacitor plate (mils)= sep = input(The separation between two plates (mils) = 0； rel—epsilon = input(The relative permittivity of the substrate = 
cal_cap = free_epsilon*rel_epsilon*width*length*factor/sep; 
% y-dir al = width*factor/2; % x-dir a2 = length*factor/2; 
bl = a l/sqrt(sector_nuin)； b2 = a2/sqrt(sector_num)； 
d = sep*factor/2; 
% [V] is a (2*sector_num)-by-1 matrix, the first setor—num rows are 
% corresponded to the upper plate. The rest are for the lower plate 
V =[]; 
for i = l:(2*sector_num) 
if i〈二 sector—num 
V = [V;l]; % +1V is applied to the upper plate 
else 




% [coord] is a (2*sector—num)-by-3 matrix, [x y z] 
coord =[ ] ; 
for i = 1 :sqrt(sector_num) 
for j = l:sqrt(sector_num) 
coord = [coord; -a2+b2*(2*i-l) -a l+bl*(2*j- l ) d]; 
end 
end 
coord = [coord; coord(:，l) coord(:,2) -d*ones(sector_num, 1)]； 
% [L] is a (2*sector_num)-by-(2*sector_num) matrix 
wait = waitbar(0,'Calculation In Progress')； 
for i = l:(2*sector_num) for j = l:(2*sector_num) if i == j 
L(i’j) = ((bl+b2)*log(l+sqrt(2)))/(pi*free_epsilon*rel_epsilon); 
else 
L(i,j) = (bl*b2)/(pi*free_epsilon*rel_epsilon*sqrt((coord(i’l)-coord(j，l))A2 ... + (coord(i,2)- coord(j,2))^2 + (coord�i,3)-coord(j,3)广2)); end end waitbar(i/(2*sector_num),wait); end close(wait); 
% [sq一sigma] is a (2*sector_num)-by-1 matrix 
sq_sigma = inv(L)*V; 
charge = 0; 
for i = 1: sector—num 
charge = charge + sq 一 sigma(i); 
end num—cap = charge*(4*bl*b2)/2; % (4*bl*b2) is the area of each sector 
fprintf(l,'Calculated capacitance (pF) = %f\n', cal_cap*lel2); 
fprintf( 1,'Numerical capacitance (pF) = %f\n', num一cap*lei2); 
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Appendix D 
Computer Program 3 Listing 
The followings are the program codes written in Matlab for evaluating the self-
inductance of a rectangular conducting strip or the partial mutual inductance of a pair of 
rectangular conducting parallel strips. 
( ^ 本 本 本 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 * 
%Main program 
% 氺； ( !氺氺氺氺 * * * * * 氺氺氺 
%clear all previous memories 
clear all; 
%setting dimensions for the rectangular conducting parallel strips %Lk = [a, b, c, d, e] 
%1 : reference x 
%2 : reference y 
%3 : reference z 
%4 : length in x-direction 
%5 : length in y-direction 
Ll=[0 0 7.2 15 4]; 
L2=[0 0 7.2 15 4]; 
%setting of unit 
unit:'mils'; 
%Calculate the inductance 
selfindx=findInd(Ll, L2, unit, 0.0, ’x); 
selfindy=findInd(Ll, L2, unit, 0.0，'yO； 
%Display of results 
%inductance in x-direction 
selfindx=selfindx*(le-6/le-9) 
%inductance in y-direction 
selfindy=selfindy*( 1 e-6/1 e-9) 
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% * * * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 
% findind Partial Inductance Calculation 
% y = findInd(source,target,unit,flag) calculates the partial 
% self-inductance of a rectangular conducting strip or the partial 
% mutual inductance of a pair of rectangular conducting parallel 
% strips. 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * 本 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 氺 * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 * * 
function y = findInd(source,target,unit,height,flag) 
y = []; 
error(nargchk(2,5 ,nargin))； if (nargin == 2) unit = 'metr'; 
height = 0; 
flag = ’X，； elseif (nargin = = 3 ) height = 0; flag = 'x'; 
elseif (nargin == 4) 
flag 二 'x'; 
end 
% permeability of free space 
mu = 4.0E-7 * pi; 
% unit conversion % =============== 
if (unit 二二 'mils') 
source = source / 1 0 0 0 * 25.4 /1000; 
target = target / 1 0 0 0 * 25.4 / 1000; 
height = height / 1000 * 25.4 / 1000; 
end 
% target square conducting plate's parameters %=========================================== 
xO = target(l); 
yO = target(2); 
zO = target(3); 
len = target(4); 
width = target(5); 
% source square conducting plate's parameters %=========================================== 
xO—dash = source(l); 
yO 一 dash = source(2); zO—dash = source(3); len—dash = source(4); width—dash = source(5); 
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% swap X and y directons for y-directed cells 
% = = = = = = = = 二 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
if (flag == Y) 
% target parameters 
temp = xO; 
xO = yO; 
yO = temp; 
temp = len; 
len 二 width; width = temp; 
% source parameters temp = xO 一 dash; xO 一dash = yO 一 dash; yO_dash = temp; temp = len_dash; len 一 dash = width_dash; width—dash = temp; 
end 
% integration limits on y axis % ============================ 
q(l) = (yO—dash - yO) - width; q(2) = (yO_dash - yO) + width—dash - width; q(3) = (yO—dash - yO) + width—dash; q(4) = (yO_dash - yO); 
% integration limits on x axis % ============================ 
s(l) = (xO—dash - xO) - len; s(2) = (xO_dash - xO) + len_dash - len; s(3) = (xO_dash - xO) + len一dash; 
s(4) = (xO一dash - xO); 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 华 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 华 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 
% Summation over x and y directions 
% 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 本 氺 氺 
y = 0； for m = 1 ： 4 for n = 1 ： 4 
y = y + (-l)A(m+n) * f(q(m),s(n),zO_dash-zO); 
end end y = y * mu / 4 / pi / width / width—dash; 
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% image term % ========== 
y i = o； for m = 1 : 4 for n = 1 : 4 
y l = y l + (-l)A(m+n) * f(q(m),s(n),-zO_dash-zO); 
end 
end y l = y l * mu / 4 / pi / width / width—dash; 
y = y-yi； 
% other image terms % ================= 
if (height �= 0 ) 
temp.btm = [-2 * height + zO_dash, -2 * height - zO—dash, -4 * height + zO_dash, -4 * height - zO—dash,… 
-6 * height + zO_dash, -6 * height - zO_dash, -8 * height + zO—dash, -8 * height - zO_dash]; 
temp—top = [2 * height - zO_dash, 2 * height + zO_dash, 4 * height - zO一dash, 4 * height + zO一dash,… 
6 * height - zO一dash, 6 * height + zO_dash, 8 * height - zO—dash, 8 * height + zO_dash]; 
for i = 1 : length(temp_btm) 
y l = 0 ; 
for m = 1 : 4 
for n = 1 : 4 
y l = y l + (-l)A(m+n) * f(q(m),s(n),temp_btm�-zO); 
end end y l = y l * mu / 4 / pi / width / width_dash; y = y + ( - l ) A ( i - l ) * y l ; 
end for i = 1 : length(temp_top) 
y l = 0 ; for m = 1 : 4 for n = 1 : 4 
y l = y l + (-l)A(m+n) * f(q(m),s(n),temp_top(i)-zO); 
end end y l = y l * mu / 4 / pi / width / width一dash; 
y = y + ( - l )^ i * yl； 
end end 
y = y / 1 .OE-6; % in microHenry return 
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% 氺 氺 氺 > ( ！ 氺 氺 水 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 木 
% * Function: f * 
% 氺 氺 氺 本 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 
function y = f(x,z,P) 
y = []; eiTor(nargchk(3,3,nargin))； temp = sqrt(x^2 + + z^2); 
% first term of the integrated function %===================================== 
if ((z + temp) == 0) 
terml = 0 ; % if z+temp equals to 0 -> x and P equals to 0 
else 
terml =(叉八2 - P^2) / 2 * z * log(z + temp); 
end 
% second term of the integrated function %====================================== 
if ((X + temp) 二二 0) 
term2 = 0; % if x+temp equals to 0 -> z and P equals to 0 
else 
term2 = (z^2 - P^2) / 2 * x * log(x + temp); 
end 
% third term of the integrated function %===================================== 
term3 = -(x^2 - 2 * + z^2) / 6 * temp; 
% fourth term of the integrated function %====================================== 
if ((X * z) == 0) & ((P * temp) == 0) 
term4 = 0; % atan -> pi/4 elseif ((P * temp) == 0) 
term4 = 0; % atan -> pi/2 
else 
tenn4 = -x * P * z * atan(x * z / P / t e m p ) ; 
end 
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